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ALBUQUEUQUEt
WHERE SHALL
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DEADLOCK SAME

INDIAN
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IS

PROTEST

DIPLOMATS

' Algeciras, March 6. The positlous
as defined before the conference Bhow
the Franco-Germadeadlock to be
practically the same In the open conference that it was during the pri
vate exchange of views. The text of
Von Radowltz,
the speech of He-rhead of the German delegation, at
yesterday's session, concludes as fol'
lows:
"Tho powers being equnlly in
terested in the police organization for
Morocco should equally participate in
it."
France
specifically
declines
equality in the organization of the no
lice, claiming It is a mere ruse
undermine the legitimate special posi
tion or nance in Morocco. The text
of the speech of M. Revoll, chief of
the French mission, reads:
"The internationalization of the police would give no guarantee of order,
while it presents grave difficulties.
We ask for the recognMon of the legitimate interests of France as a
Mussulman power In North Africa and
of our special interests in the maintenance of order in Morocco." Revolt's
speech also gave France's first exact
plan for the personnel of the police,
Knowing that the rank and file should
consist, of 2,000 Moroccans under sixteen French and Spanish officers.
Germany's chief objection is that military bodies officered by the French
would be stationed at the lour chief
ports on the Atlantic, thus giving
France the dominating influence on
the Atlantic coast.
The positions of France and Germany are so diametrically
opposed
that the delegates have little hope of
reconciling them unless Emperor Wil
iiam shall personally Intervene.
a
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ANTS-FOREIG-

PRESENTED

$7,785,00

TO SENATE

Special to Evening Citizen:
Washington, D. C, March l. Ixing
of Kansas .today spoke in fuvor of
Joint statehood. In the course of his
remarks he referred to the fact that
various states had repeatedly rejected
boundary lineB and proposed constitutions.
Former Delegate Rodey today gave
to Delegate Andrews the phoenix
amendment to the statehood bill,
placing the capital at Phoenix. Rodey
wants Ueverldge to offer the amendment In open senate. Andrews opposes the amendment, which, he says,
would kill the bill.
Long spoke especially of the fitness of Oklahoma and Indian Territory for stateheod, and then entered
upon an effort t show that Arizona
Is not only not now but never will be
fit for statehood. He said the only
purpose now In antagonizing
Joint
statehood for Arizona and New Mexico was to reserve Arlzoua for separate statehood in the future, and this
nudeslrable design should be thwarted by uniting that territory iu a state
with New Mexico.
ANTHONY MICHAELEK
SEATED FROM ILLINOIS.
Washington, D. C, March C.
beginning tho consideration of
the Indian appropriation bill, which
was the order of business in the
house today, a resolutm was unaV-mousagreed to, declaring Anthony
Michaelek, a citizen of tuo United
States, a resident of Illinois, and duly
elected to the G9th congress. The Indian bill, carrying $7,785,000, was
then taken up, and Sherman of New
York explained its provisions.
y
SENATE DISCUSSES
CIVILIZED TRIBES.
Washington, D. C. March 6. When
the senate convened today, Clapp,
McCumber and Dubois were appointed a committee to confer with a like
committee from the house, to prepare
a bill providing for the settlement of
the affairs of the five civilized tribes
of Indians.
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RAILROADS ARE

ITEMS IN THIS

AGAIN HAILED

and Snow Cover West Miss Anthony is Seriously Into Court on
the Charge
ern Missouri and Part
III at Her Home in
of Discriminating
I

of Kansas.

YOUNG
CHICAGO
MILLIONAIRE
WHO "BELONGED TO THE REPUBLICAN
PARTY" FROM HEREDITY, WILL PROBABLY LEAD
THE RADICALS AS CANDIDATE
FOR MAYOR OF CHICAGO.

Chicago. March fi. Joseph Medlll
Patterson, the 27 year-olheir to
millions, who has created an Immense
sensation by declaring for advanced
socialism, in a letter, resigning from
Mayor Dunne's cabinet tin
lw.oti
steadily In the public eye since he
graduated from Yale five years ago.
louug ratterson i3 the grandson ot
the founder of the Chicago Tribune,
and son of R. W. Patterson, tiiihlluhei- of the Tribune.
At Yale he belonged to the haughtiest club fraternities nrwl ARxrwtntcri
with youths of gold. Three years ago
ne iuarrieu tne uaugnier or Harlow
N. Higanliotham, retired partner of
Marshall Field.
He Is a member of the most fashionable group of the smart set of Chicago, belongs
to exclusive clubs,
rides after bounds nt Onwcnttda unit
has recently purchased forty acres In
iaue rorest upon wnicn to erect a
country house. With Young Phelps-Stokes- ,
who married a Jewess cigar-makeRose Pastor, lie Is a sign of
the times, or an aberration from tho
established
course. He denounces
money, which he has never lacked.
It Is said, whether with truth or
with falsity that his mind has been
guided into the ways of socialism by
Clarence Darrow, who parted with
Mayor Dunne last summer because
the mayor refused to be sufficiently
radical.
The presumption Is tha.- Darrow
or some one similarly inclined, has
heen his philosopher and friend, since
Pattirson in his letter cf resignation
asserts that he has read but one book
on socialism.
It is said that Darrow, the socialists, and the more radical advocates
or municipal ownership, propose to
run Pa terson at the head of a socialistic municipal ownership ticket
In the next mayoralty campaign.
as granuson ot Joseph Medlll, who
was one of the founders of the republican party, and when he resigned his
position as assistant editor of the
Tribune to lend his supiwrt to the
municipal ownership campaign last
spring, ; did no; formally sever his
connection with the party, although
in his speeches he announced that It
the republican party did not in the
future take up Chat cause he would
leave it.
Patterson's own statement of his
dip Into socialism is that some time

Rochester.

ICE WEIGHT BREAKS TREES GENERAL HOPKINS
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Sleet and Snow Falling
Day Have

All

Interfered

With Traffic.
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YOUNG MILLIONAIRE'S
STAND FOR SOCIALISM.

'

MISSOURI

Tlie universal ballot gives ev- ery male citizen
equal po- in. The
lltlcal opportunity..
com- S nion ownership of all the means i
or production and distribution
would give everybody n equal
chance at music, art. Sport, study, '
recreation,
travel,
and the respect or others. I, for
one, cannot see why those things
should be concentrated more and
more in the hands or a rew.
Dy distributing money evenly,
I do not mean to Rny that all
money In the country should the
be
t'ut up Into equal bits and that
everybody should get a bit. Dut
on the contrary, I believe that ?
the ownership from which money
springs thould be vested In the
whole community. In other words,
as I nnderstand it, I am a social- 1st. From Joseph Medill Patter- son's e:ter to Mavor Dunne
V
seir-respe-

t

r

t

ti t

ago a club was formed In the Twenty-fiftward of Chicago to discuss economics, and rules were made prohibiting menibersnlp except when the applicants were unanimously elected.
Finally, he said, two socLillsts were
admitted, "more that they might be
ridiculed and questioned, than anything else."
"Dut," concluded Patterson, "they
always seemed to have the last word,
and the best or the argument, and
finally
o'.lier members became infected."
h

Paxton Instantly Killed, the Team of Mules
Disembowled and Wagon Smashed to Splinters.

W.

Gruesome Sight on Pilot of Engine.

three-quarte-

One mule, which

utes after
twenty-liv-

rs

about tin mintiie accident, laid at tout
yards from the crossing,
liv.-.-

l

on the west side of the tricl, , and the
second mule laid thirty yards farther
on, on lite tarn side f the railroad.
The latter animal was dlemboweled,
and its death v. as evidently lustnn-- I
atteoii.-- .

Paxton't Injuries.
Pu!;n's death was
lnulai,.
t'.neous The unfortunate man s skull,
c
was
mpletely cut in twain, extend-Iiirf irom ear to ear, across the rear,,
mil
the face escaping. The brains
fell out entirely, through this opening, part of them remaining on the
pilot of the engine when It reached
was hrjuken,
the depot. The neck
also, and tl'.c right hip.
Ho'h legs,
midway In! ween the knee and ankle, were cut ami torn, the bones being mashed to Hindi is, showing that
the wheels (f the tngine had passed
over them.
With the exception of
the above described wounds, the body
was not even bruised. The body was
removed to O. W. Strong's Sons' un
dtnaklng tstaliiishnieti'

IS DEAD

BE

DAMAGED

Train Did Not S.Op.
Instead of stopping immediately after the accident, the limited continued
at great speed cn into the station,
bearing Paxton's hat and some of his
brains on the front of the engine, as
evidence of Its awful destruction. A
large number of passengers at the local station were horrified at the gruesome spectacle, and the news of the
tragedy spread rapidly.
Agent T. E. Pnrdy and Conductor
Mulhein uh lm,l
hirro u i mr mil...... .p.....v.
H. ited at the time of the accident, hurried to the Bcene, but a large crowd
of curious people had preceded them.
Who Is to Blame?
James Wilkinson, manager of Mih
Albuquerque Wool
mills,
which are alumt 3im yards north of the
crossing, says that he heard the limited whistle, but several employes of
the Rio Grande Woolen mills, which
are Just mr h of the crossing, and
several people living In the neighborhood of the crossing, say that they
heard no whistle, but were startled
by the crash of the heavy train striking the obstruction.
The Mule Shied.
H. D. Kennebeck. engineer at the
woolen mills, who was only fir y feet
from the crossing, tn.t saw the accident, said:
"I heard the lint:,.-.coming, ami
stepped outside th. engine house ti
see it pass. J Si
Paxton and his
team ascending the rise to the cross
lug. The mu!t! on the north side shied
and as it did so. t.ie man struck it a
blow with the whip. Then the train
hit them, und everything went up in
'he Rir. The man wa- - thrown at least
twenty feet into the air."
Th wsgon tracks show by angling
south as they reached the railroad
tracks, that it was Inst as Mr.
Kennebeck hail sail! the team had
evidently, by animal instinct, scented
danger, and shied from the oncoming
'rain, an.' t is more than pr babl-th- at
Pnxton did not see the train un
"1 it Was lloon llilli. then l.ecr.nilni.
confused, whipped
In the hope ot
crossing in safety, but the stubborn
mules prevented.
Iic.ibtless had ho
let the animals fo! a their instinct,
they would have si!:off to theeas'
of the tracks and tm- accident would
probably have Iwcn averted.
Miss Kennebeck. a stenographer at
the Rio Grande Wo. den mills, saw
the accident just wh. her father saw
everything go up int the air. She
(Continued on page four.)

USPECTED

MURDERER

FOMD

IS

Rochester. X. Y.. March (!. Miss
Susan H. Anthony f8 Berlously ill at
her home here, of pneuniola, which
developed on her return from her recent trip to Washington.
Her
said today: "The left lung is
now affected, she Is still unable to
retain nourishment and consequently
is very weak."'
phy-sicl-

GETS ALL THAT

1

PHILIPPINE RA1VWAY CO.

HUNS AND

SLAVS OFF FOR HOME

Vrasuington, D. C, March 6.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. The
Missouri Pacific, the Rock Island. tho
other western roads, were today madnd
defendants in a complaint filed with
tne interstate commerce commission
by Howard Mills, of
Wichita, Kan,
alleging unjust discriminatory tramv
portaUon rates on flour In favor
dealers, manufacturer, and shipperof
or flour on the Pacific coast.

COMPANY INCORPORATED
FOR PHILIPPINE RAILROAD.
T,Jn1Titord'
Conn'. March 6. The
Philippine Railway company, of Hartford, has filed articles or incorporaSpanish war, died at his tion. The authorized capital Is
.

CORPORATION
CONTRIBUTED
TO THE CAMPAIGN FUNDS.
New York,
March 6. The New
York county grand Jury made a pre

sentment reciting that the crand iurv
had been Informed by the district attorney that there Is
reasonable
grounds to believe tlmt within the
statute or limitations officers or trus
tees of large corporations have con
tributed money to political funds.
tne jury asks advice of Justice Sul
livan and of the court of general sessions, to who mthe presentment was
made, as to tho future course to be
pursued by the jury. The present
ment Is accompanied by n long state
ment or facts setting forth that It can
be shown by lawful evidence beyond
reasonable doubt that such payments
or money nave iieen made.

during the
home today, aged

64.

CHARLES SCHWAB BARELY
ABLE TO LEAVE HIS BED.
Angeles, Cal.. March 6. Chas.
M. Schwab, former president of the
United Stales Steel eomorntion who
arrived here on Saturday night, lett
ror the east last night. He la far
rrom well and only by the exercise of
great
power, was ho able to leave
his bed, yesterday, to take the train.
WANTER MURDERER FOUND
IN RESTAURANT WAITER.
Wheeling, W. Va., March 6. A man
going under the name of Gregory, but
believed to be Frnnk B. Constatitine,
who Is wanted in Chicago for the
murder of Mrs. Arthur W. Gentry, on
January Bin, last, was arresu?d at
Cameron ,W. , Va., .where he was
working in a restaumnt.

ANNIVERSARY OF FIRST
AGRICULTURAL COLtPflF.
Hvattsvllle. Mr. March fi Tn .m. FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLAR
FIRE IN MOBILE.
memorate tne fiftieth anniversary ofj Mobile. HOTEL
A
Alfl.. Mnrxh fi
rl.
me incorporation of the Maryland day
destroyed
the Spring Hill hotel,
Agricultural college exercises will be
resort,
seven miles west of
winter
held Hi thp rollppo thla aftoi-nnnMobile.
The hotel was filled with
Many of tiie alumni and former off- guests
from
northern states, and
icers, are already here to attend the there were the
narrow escapes.
celebration. It is expected that the Nearly all many
guests
lost fhelr eftrustees will authorize tne publica- fects. The the
damage to the hotel Is
tion of a VOlumn nottlrnr frrth tha placed at $50,000.
history of the college, the steps taken
luwaru its incorporation and biograph- HONG CHING DAY IS
ical sketches of its executives.
REAT DAY FOR CHINESE.
The Marvland Agricultural rnllnco
New lork, March 6. Today is Hong
was the first institution of Ha kind Chlng day, wll'ii the Chinese as equivIncorporated In the United States, it alent to our Decoration day cr Memois conducted under the direction or rial day. Chinese In large numbers
the Maryland board or agriculture visited the graves of their departed
and I. W. Silvester Is its present countrymen in the various cemeteries
In
president.
Greater New York and went
.through ihe customary ceremony of
CONVENTION
placing delicacies upon the graves,
FOR PURITY
IN PRIMARY ELECTIONS. burning Joss sticks and smoking a
New York,
March G. Delegates large number of cigarettes, besides
from nearly every section
of the burning rice paper, bearing Chinese
country wro nresent todav nt the characters.
According to Chinese
opening of the second national con- ideas the ford placed on. the graves
ference for the reform of- primary I.s supposed to bo sufficient to nourish
election laws and the corrupt prac the spirit of the departed until the
tices acts, under tho mis pices of the next Hong Chlng day.
National Civic Kederat ion.
Oscar
BISBEE ELECTION WENT
Strauss.' president of tlie nun fore
AGAINST UNION LARGELY.
opened tho meeting with an address
Ilisbee. Ariz.. March 6. In the elecon iteiorm or primaries and Klectlou
tion yesterday great interest
Uws,
was
taken. The prediction made In the
early part of the day that 3,oo0 votes
WOOL MARKET IS IN
would be cast, was a little
GOOD CONDITION.
Hoston, Mass., MarcTi ti. The wool
The vote aggregated 2,716,
market Is moderately active, at firm of which only 428 favored union with
prices. The majority of purchases tho Western Federation or Miners.
were made by woolen mills. Scoured All saloons were closed but Alderman
territory and Texas wools were be- Stacy's. Efr.irts will be made to have
ing taken iu a satisfactory manner.
his license revoked.
.

,

v.

A

Former President Schwab Officersof Western
Federation
Left, Los Angeles Very
of Miners Have All
111 Last Night.
Been indicted.

IS COMING TO HER. WAR VETERAN ANSWERS
St. Joseph, Mo., March 6, Sleet
HIS LAST ROLL CALL.
and snow have been falling through
Detroit. Mich.. March fi MnW
out northwestern Missouri since, last General H. Hopkins, former depart
4 utgnt, and railroad and street car ment commander
of the O. A. tt. of
trafflc is irregular. Live stock Is suf Michigan, and w ho held an Importferine and a hard freeze would sreat- - ant confidential position In the War
ly damage the fruit crop.
Departmaut
under General Alger,

AT MOUNTAIN ROAD CROSSING

J. W. Paxton was run down and
killed by tho Santa. Fes California
limited train at 11 o'clock this morning, while driving the plumbing wagon
f r the Whitney company.
The accident occurred at the crossing near
the Rio Grande Woolen tiilllu
or,,!
Just inside the city limits.
Paxton was returning from the
northeastern section of the city, where
he had been delivering goods, and,
according to eve wit neSKCR tn tha tragr.
cdy, was driving slowly west toward
uie city.
At the crossing where he was killed
the view of cue comini' from the enat
is cut off to the north by the engine
noiiFe or tne Uio Grande Woolen mills,
up to within at least fortv feet .f the
track, and especially Is this so, when
a box car is on the side track at this
particular point.
Paxton was undoubtedly In a brown
study, and did n t no' ice tho train
until he had driven his team well upon
the track. From the position of the
different portions of the wreck, it is
quite evident that he was directly In
the middle of the track when KtrnfU
The body lay fifty-thre- e
paces from
the crossing, on the east side of the
track, and the wagon was
of the way from the crossing to
the lrf)dy, the front of the wagon being badly wrecked, but the rear wheels
were not In the bast damaged.
The learn Paston drove we.e mules.

CROP WILL

n
Kansas CitV. Mo
Mnrch
An
inch of ice and snow covers western
Missouri and the southeastern part cl
Kansas today. Ich formed nn the tl.
egrapit and telephone' wires, greatly
Intfrferlne with tholr service
many trees .have broken under the
weignt or icev

AWFUL ACCIDENT BY FAST TRAIN

J.

Against Shippers.

:c v

d

EMBARRASSING
Ptkin, March 6. The Chinese gov
is greatly perturbed by the
reports or antIjforeign movements
printed in the American and Euro
pean papers, and particularly by the
dispatches announcing
preparations
for a military expedition in case of
need. T hese reports, it ia alleged,
tend to embarrass foreign ministers, SHONTS BEFORE THE
CANAL COMMITTEE.
and create strained relations between
l htm and the officials
Washington. D. C, March 6. Theohere.
dore P. Shonts, chairman of the Isthmian Canal Commission, resumed his
WHOLESALE BOMB FACTORY
testimony
IN DRUGGIST'S
before the senate comLODGINGS.
St. Petersburg, March G. A whole- mittee, today, on inter-ocea- n
canals.
sale bomb factory was captured by Senator Taliaferro read the protest of
Hudgins
&
Dumas of New York, to
the police today at the lodgings of a
druggist. One hundred and twenty President Roosevelt, against the manner
In
which the commissary concesbombs were seized. The apartments
were the rendezvous for.students and sions had lieen granted Jacob E.
revolutionists, twenty of whom were Markel of Omaha, and urging their
captured. Another terrorist, who was discontinuance on the ground that
had been entered into Irreguarrested on the street, had a loml in they
larly.
Ills pocket.
The Army Taken 'jo Task.
FATHER GAPON'S FARTY
The bill for increasing the efficiency
OPEN FOR INVESTIGATION. of the medical department
of the
St. Petersburg,
March 6. Father army was called up. Senator Hale
iapon, in an oppn .letter today, de- spoke against It. He said that the
nounces Fa; her Petroff as a tool for bill was one of many prepared by the
he social democrats who, he says, are general staff of the army, intended
fighting against the true interests of to accomplish the increase of the arthe working men. Gapon also pro my, which he believed to be undesiraposes a plan for the complete Investi ble. "All these bills have their root
gation of his organization by repre- there." he said. "I find this staff,
dealing with an army of 60,000 men,
sentatives of the various parties.
Father Petroff, during the Investl disporting itself as the general staffs
gat ion, charged Gapon's organization in Europe do, whereas, in Germany,
with having accepted money from the lorN instance, there is an army of
government, and charged a man nam- 7UU.000 or 800,000 men. While 6uch
ed Sechoff with having obtained the plans are proper there, where each
xum of 12.500 from Gapon. As the re- country was surrounded by powerful
sult of these charges Sechoff killed neighbors, they are not proper here,
where there is no danger." In this
himself.
connection, Hale said that tho genASK
KING ALFONSO WILL
eral staff had prepared plans for the
FOR PRINCESS TOMORROW.
invasion of China, by an American
army, but he added that he did not
San Sebastian, Spain. March 6.
King Alfonso and Princess Kna of mean tj go into that subject, "lor,
Pattenberg, arrived here today to- with the secretary of state sit ing on
gether, preparatory to the confirma- the lid, I do not believe we are likely
tion ceremony tomorrow, at which the to have war."
king will formally ask for the hand
Hale, in replying to a question of
f the princess, and receive the as Tillman, who asked how many troops
have been sent to the Philippines,
bent of King Edward.
with a view of being sent to China,
DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS
said :
FORMALLY
RESTORED
i
"I don't know how many troops
St. Petersburg, March 0. M.
have been sent there, but I think
the new Japanese minister to several thousand. The purpose of
Russia, arrived here tday and formal- the general staff is that they may be
ly reopened the Japanese legation and used if any emergency either arises
ill.diploma: lc relations
bit ween or can be made, to invade China,
Japan and Russia, which were
which, oi (uu!i, would be a declaraat the opening of the war be- tion of war while congress is In session."
tween Russia and Japan.
Warren took exception to Hale's
DUKE GIVEN GUARDIAN
statement that. The pending bill is one
BECAUSE OF EXTRAVAGANCE.
of many looking to increase of the
Duchy
Mecklenburg, army, declaring it was not intended
Sehwcrln.
;.
A decree of the for that
purpose, and that no inSehwcrln, March
would
result
Grand Iul;e Frederick Francis, which crease In expenditure
was gazetted toiHy, placed bis uncle, from the passage of the bill.
Duke Paul Frederick, and the latSUPERINTENDENT
ter' wife, under guardianship. It. la ATLANTABIRTHDAY
IS OBSERVED.
understood that extravagance is the
Ga.,
Atlanta,
March C. The teach
cause.
ers and pupils in the public schools
of this city are celebrating today the
EMPEROR WILLIAM HAS
ENGAGED SPIRITUALIST. "Sth birthday of Major W. F siaton
Drool. lyu. N. V.. March G. The Rev. Mipei inteu.lent of the Atla'ita public
Mrs. j.
May S. Pepper, pastor of the First schools.
Scrutchin. priti
Spiritual church of Rrooklyu, has I'll of t!ie State street seh;ol, is at
con- the bea, of the arrangements
practically decided to sever
fur 'he
nection with the lirooklyn church on re bra- ion.
'
oh",
acecpu-ai'
Major
is
1,
hlaton
novt. and n
loved by every
June
a
as a private medium child and every teacher who is emto go to
ployed
:.
In
Mrs.
Pepper
t
jod
public
the
that
It i.s utidei
schools of Atbeen oft' red splendid financial Indi; 'e lanta. Perhaps few educators lu the
capae
In
won
have
the
'ouniiy
so much love and
limits to come to Russia
medium to the
it y uf a spiri'iialisiic
out among their fellow workers as
Major Slaton. He became first con
i'aT, Jt i. well known that the emu
i
a strung believe, t.ected with the schools of this ci'y
peror of
in all .Lings supernatural and par te i:i l'iTI and in ls7H was made superin:. iei.t.
il;U'h position he lias held
nlarly in spi : u: lism and
tin emission ev. r since.
."!:
(ij'.eno'i-ei'.jMOVEMENTS

ALL PERSONAL

TO ALBUQUERQUE

HOT SOCIALIST

A

Claimed Have Not Been
Properly Bestowed.

Open For

Party investigation.

.

COMPARE THESE

Ice

Father Gapon Has Thrown The Panama Contracts it is

h--

EVENING, MAKUII 0. 11)00.

ividing Its Friends.

BOMB FACTORY IS CAPTURED

REPORT OF

NOT

H II

PATTERSON BECAME

Anti-Foreig-

THE JAPANESE-RUSSIA-

Err 1

H

NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY

Chinese Government Per- This Question Injected In
n
turbed by
to Statehood Status D-

Organization

m

HOW JOS. MEDILL

CAPITAL BE?

Newspaper Reports.

W

PARTICULARS OF THE

SHIP SUBSIDY BILL
Wasliiiigion.
March C There are on the Pacific ocean Is an argument
home ntiUine fiatures In the
suic which will carry weight. It s a s urce
which lias parsed the stnate'of serious concern to the war depart-.ti- l
sidv
all other nations
,,.oi,a!,ly
Uj. house with !"""!,
'
.
merchant mi.. me tinder
m.m.'tits which the senate w ill Hldv. d
....
..nl.i i... i
,.....o.i..
agree
to.
readily
i linen states to buy vessels for scout
Mo:-purposes it they were
Important I a tax on foreign
Tin- subsldiers ari'iie that needed In a bnrrv.
bottoms.
li.'i pi r i i nt of tinslopping cnu-riuour harbor.-- is carried by foreign
sl'ip.-- .
and they propose a tonnage
tax
iaie a revenue uhieii would
then be paid out in subvention
to
i sseU carrjimt Atio ric tn
American

''"'?

pa,

sub-a:u-

;

-

-

Arthur U Shlpman. Charles
Gross and Alvan W. Hyde, all of this
Jjlty, are the incorporators of record.
They propose to own and operat
ana eiectnc railroads In
Philippines and elsewhere, also to the
a general transportation business. do
MINERS' OFFICERS HAVE
ALL BEEN INDICTED.
Caldwell, Idaho, March 6. The
grand Jury reported at 11 o'clock this
morning. Wlille the court revises to
disclose any Information concerning
the fate of the men imprisoned on
the charge of assassination cf Governor Steunenberg and other atrocities, it is stated that all are Indicted.
ONE GOOD RESULT FROM
THE IMPENDING 8TRIKE.
New York, March C Nearly 1,000
Hungarians and Slavs from the anthracite coal regions were passengers
for Europe today. They appear to believe that a strike Is certain, and sakl
that they would go home until the
trouble was over.
NEW YORK A. O. U. W.
IS IN NEED OF FUNDS.
Syracuse. N. Y.. March 6. In compliance with a call .;cnt out by Grand
Master Workmen. August Steinblcker,
the New Ycrk State Grand Lodge or
the Ancient Order of United Workmen will meet here this afternoon to
consider the question of preparing an
appeal to the supreme lodge for relief.
The state lodge has a surplus of only
$29,00(1, while there are beneficiary
claims amounting to $706,440 to be
settled. Under the rules of the order
the state lodge Is entitled to relief
rrom the supreme lodge to the amount,
or more than $!i00,000.

iiu

MELTING HELD FOR
PURPOSE OF FORMING
A COMPANY

TO PROSPECT FOR
HENDRICKSON AND
OTHERS
INTERESTED MEETING. IN FERGUSSON'S OFFICE.
This afternoon, at 1:30 o'clock, in
the office of Attorney H. R. Fergus-so- u.
Martin Mnilrlekunn
.
mnn.
... , r.t.
the land upon whlcn the Indications
oil
of
were found, as exploited first
exclusively iu these columns, last
Saturday afternoon, and other owners
of land in that immediate vicinity,
met for the imrpose of arriving at
some uiider"indliig whereby concerted action might be taken with a
view to further developing the present Indications of oil, and to .form an
organization for the purpose of prospecting, ar:d boring for oil upon their
lands.
At this afternoon's meeting
only
the outlines of the company thus to
oe formed, and the objects In view,
were discussed, but it Is said that a
permanent company will be formed In
ne r luiiire to prospect for oil,
and to develop the present well. .
which has already been sunk as deep
as possible to do by hand. Machinery, it is understood, for th boring of
oil wells, will bo secured, after tbo
cempany Is formed, and the work of
Dormg
oil In that vicinity will bo
pio-lt- t
d forward.
It i.s not known, as
yei, ji.st who will constitute tho company, except that those owning land
In that vicln'ty
be Interested in
the ie a cigaiiuutioii.
MR,
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MEETING OF FARMERS
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is many amendments were
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to southern lines.,
all they asked In this
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1'e.M r.t ;!,,. democratic
senators all
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Dallas, Tex., March C The annual
meeting if the Texas division of the
Farmers uii'on opened here tnis morning. The meeting was calli.d by K. A.
Calvin, the pre.-ld.of the Farmers
union, und the attendance is unusuauy
large. lCveiy union and local organization is represented by delega es.
Tuc meeting promises to be of great
importune! , as some highly interesting and important questions will come
up tor
n.
The meetings
cf the convention arc held In the
rooms of the Iiallas commercial club.
Among
the various objects
for
which the convention was called, are
the follow lug: To organize, reorganize, perfect, strengthen and complete
Hi- state organization of the Farmers
Kducational &
Union ot
America; to adopt measures for the

promotion of Industrial

cooperation
all business
incident thereto; to consider ways and
means for the marketing of cotton,
cotton seed and other rarm products,
and plans ror a system or properly
warehousing farm products; to
measures for the promotion or
cotton manufacturing In Texas, am.
to consider the question or railroad
rates for the agricultural products of
Texas.
in Texas and to transact

con-sld-

SIX HUNDRED DELEGATES
AT TENNESSEE GATHERING.
Humboldt, Teuti., Mareh ti. The annual meeting of the Farmers Kduca-

tional
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besides opening
at paatflfTira for tnnmlMlM Uireock tka his practices and,
the eyes of th; public, put to shame
aaaila
aaaona1 claa. aaattar.
is
his statement that no U'almerl
a well respected rm7.cn or nn juuii;
county." Why. his remarks are an
I LABELS
EUNIQNl
opm insult to the Own of Farming
ton nnd 'bo people of San Juan conn
tv. Think of the result ir sum a man
Is allowed to continue to ply his avo-- (
Official Paper of Bernalillo County cation
as an attorney, and tinner the
and City of Albuquerque.
mantle of the law vent his maliro and
tMactat f mi Aftmo Diipatchaa.
vindirtiv ness upon all those wlfo reUrgMt City in4 Coiiaty Clrculitlaa.
fuse to i3 his bidding. Would any,
1U LiifHl Nw Mexico Circu'ltlon.
one he safe or get fair treatment at;
llrjrMt North.r Arlfon. Circulatl... the hands of such a person? The fact.
is, the dollar has this man Palmer si
TKNMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
badly hypnotized that he is a devotee
Palty b Bi.il. one yar I" aa'Taneax.
HI" of
its shrine alone, and when the dolM
IfeMy W mail. per month
' lar is at stake he recognizes neither
Waafclr by wall. ona 7ar
nor foe.
Dlty by Carrier, 60c per month friend
Now Mr. Editor, if there was noj
Tmu tmmo Cmm will ha dallwad In the gravity in these charges, why aid the;
My m Uw low rata of 0 tmu prr weak, or for 60 supreme court consider them of suffi
anta par mmith. whan paid monthly.
cient importance to refer them to the
Mrertltlng Bitts Mada Known on Application grievance, committee of the Bar asso-- !
elation? And additional charges have
was
Sabaerlhara will confer a favor by nntlfyinc at been piling up ever since that

gj BANK INSTITUTIONS
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WE HAVE THE STOCK
WE DELIVER GOODS-

Here you'll find
what you've been
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looking
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for,

One cent per word, each

In- -

Make your wants
known througn
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MINIMUM

CHARGE,
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15c.
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Capital and Surplus
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or Albuquerque today who were at cne j
Hnm muMnnfa (if Vn r n tr I nn nnd RrP f
well acquainted with Mr. Palmer and
his methods, as well as a Rreat many
local matters. They
of tho
could give you a pretty fair Idea of

THE EVENING CITIZEN
rskllikel
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RIGHTO

I have property ID
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk wltn
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.

TO EXCHANGE

WANTED.
iv'A.NTEU An experienced saleslady.
Apply at S. C Rcsenwald's.
and
W A N TED Typewriting
work. Miss Blackall. The

:

slono-graph-

ic

Alvaracio.
Sewing by experienced"
WANTED
dressmaker by tho day, or at her
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses j
home. 930 South Third street.
wagons and other Chattels; also on
-!
vvAM'tb Roomers and boardersAND WAREHOUSE RE-

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits
it

Money to Loan

done.
I do not believe

fr

J

$

G
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With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

f'lig I&tij& g tjB!S!9SS0 Oil
Sew W$m

that any man should
SALARIES
B. H. BRIGGS& CO.
private family; two blocks cast of CEIPTS, as low ai $10.00 and at higa
Injure, or attempt to injure, anotner,
815
Edith
South
hospital.
Fe
Santa
if It can be avoided. But when It
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Prop ALVARADO PHARMACY
street.
aanpany.
One
comes down to the necessity of proTime:
and strictly private.
stenographcompetent
tecting not only the community in
month to one year given. Goods reOua TIll'NONIIi
O WANTED A
St. and Gold Ave.
First
of
use
er. One accustomed to the
Colorado 13 wdlch you live, but even the widow
Automatic. IR3
main In your possession. Our rates
Address, are reasonable. Call and see us bethe Remington machine.
Both Phonea X
and the orphan, then the case is alBusiness, box 2J4.
fore borrowing.
tered. The public ought to know the
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanExtends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
whole facts of these disbarment proATTORNEY PALMER
ceedings
which
clothing. No. 615 South First street, Steamship tickets to and from all
and the causes
Accounts Capital, $100,000.00.
parta of the world.
brought them about.
south of viaduct. Send address and
THE CLOSE OBSERVER
BEFORE THE PUBLIC
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bldg.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
I regrei very much that I have had
31a West Railroad Aie.
to be drawn into this matter, but my
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
TALKS ABOUT WINDOWS
MALE HELP WANTED.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
affidavit was filed as a public official
SOLOMON
LUNA,
President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
Open Evenings.
nor
not as a private citizen,
WANTED Men in each state to
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wnt, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo-E- .
James T. Fay of Farmingtoh, and
travel, post signs, advertise and
from any personal motive of malice or AND POINTS OUT WHAT HE
IN
GLARING
CALLS
ERRORS
leave samples of our goods. Sa'ary
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O.
spite. 1 have desired to be on the deFINE RANCH
Cromwell.
for
WINDOW TRIMMING.
Answers the Attorney's
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day
fensive In this matter from the s;nrt.
Postoffice.
from
One
mile
.
S.,
Co.,
expenses.
Kuhlman
fit
sees
long
Palmer
as
Mr.
but as
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
Atlas block. Chicago.
name Into publicity
"Have you ever noticed," said the
to drag my
interview.
14 ACRES
through his alleged interviews, I am Close Observer, to an Evening Citizen
FOR RENT
very anxious that these affidavits, and scribe, "the lack of window display
ALFALFA
RElNT Two pleasant rooms for
LARGE ORCHARD
this case before the supreme court, some atores have; I don't mean to FOR
517
DISBARMENT
FOR
Soutn
light
housekeeping,
THE REASONS
at
airing
as say they have none at all, but rather
HOUSE
should get as thorough an
Broadway.
possible, "so that the people may the sameness.
For Instance, that
balh.
house,
with
Brick
RENT
FOR
store there," pointing to one, in passknow," and be protected.
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynard
Editor Evening Citizen.
ing. "Did you no. ice that the show
JAMES T. FAY.
Just the place for a Sanitarium or
Ounsul.
FebThe article In Journal issue of
a home place.
Farmington. N. M., February 28.
window contained the same goods that
were there a month ago; did you no- FOR RENT New, 5 room, modern
Must be sold at once.
ruary 20, In relation to the disbarALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
house. 1S per month, portcnieia
tice
that In that window was a card
PalM.
against
J.
ment proceedings
ARTESIAN WELL
avenue.
Gold
Co.,
110 West
announcing an attraction that played
mer, contains several misstatements,
rooms.
PORTERFIELD CO.,
AT CAKBIN CITY here four weeks ago? That card, FOR RENT Four furnished use
Officers and Directors.
particularly In that part which purof
with privilege of bath and
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
itself, denotes the fact that the winports to be from the mouth cf Mr.
204
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
President
two big halls. Inquire at No.
dow has not been touched for at
Palmer himself. In order that the DRILLING STOPPED AT 1,112 FEET, least a month. Look at the dust;
M. W. FLOURNOY.
Vice President
South Walter street.
people may know the truth about
FRANK
McKEB
Cashier
WITH AN ARTESIAN FLOW OF look at the cobwebs, even."
work and conveyancing.
brick Notarial
FOR RENT A four room
R. A. FROST
these proceedings, the following is
Assistant Cashier
1,000 GALLONS PER HOUR.
The Close Observer was evidently
house, on North First street, close
RAYNOLDS
H.
written:
F.
Director
In a bad mood, or suffering from Inin. Call at Rankin & Co.'s, or nt
In the find place the charges are
U1
fi17 North First Ptreet.
The drilling outfit owned and oper digestion.
"
not made by defendants in cases
U. S. DEPOSITORY.
j?
"Why, it's a disgrace to this pro FOR RENT Light, airy, furnished
has been
by Ous MulhMland
00
whore Palmer represented the plain- ated
away, the well having been gresslve little city to have such disroom at the Roosevelt house,
taken
front
X
by
every
Instance
tiffs, but In almost
3play windows.
The merchant who
Authorized Capital
$500,000.40
completed, says the Gallup
by day, week or month. 3094 WeBt
his own clients, for acts done contrary
-in bis window that are a
leaves
cards
avenue.
Up
Railroad
Capital,
Surplus
Paid
$250,000,410
and
Profits
to their interests as clients, in other
who never FOR RENT Furnished cottage flats,
The well is now flowing about 1,000 month old is one as
words, for "throwing them down." Tsllons
r q,
of the ques
apropos
advertises,
1,112
and,
feet
hole
a
hour,
an
from
one ty three rooms, from $5 to $15;
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
And these actions came to be such a deep. The artesian flaw is running tion, never has business enough to
Mrs.
to
Apply
tent.
furnished
also
common occurrence that these
2m
and is furnishing a keep the flies off him.
Norris, 024 John street, east end of
after comparing notes, filed into the cistern
2. o m tj
of the water used by tbei "But," continued the C. O., "I
viaduct.
T
come seven or more distinct charges, large share
"
Later a pump will bo put in tice that thus-- kind of stores are few
to thir- to supply
sustained by from twenty-fivSALE.
FOR
o
OO
and
Albuquerque,
in
summer
between
far
demand
the
wiHchJand
ty separate affidavits, charging him
Horse, buggy and harnmerchants
greater
I believe that
these
if
now.
SALE
FOR
is
than
much
3
wli.lt unprofessional
conduct, interm
Just how much of an artesian flow really knew the drawing power of a ess. Inquire 115 Edith street.
meddling; soliciting business; taking
2--i
the neat, clean, prettily decorated win FOR SALE One Baddle mare, cheap.
money from botu sides cf a case; re- could have been developed hadguess
dow. there wiuild be fewer still. A
J. W. McQuade, 234 North Walter
driven deeper is only
ceiving fees for service without ren- well been
street.
from the time the show window display should be chang
dering services in return, and with work as the flow
rock was reached until ed at least once a week, in a el'.y this FOR SALE All Ma in Coronada
being a common barrater. A- good
New Mexico
ol
drilling wns discontinued had been size, and the more attractive they
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
tnany of theBe affidavits were made by the
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
display, naturally trie
GO gallons an make their
rapidly,
increasing
Broadway.
from
some of our best known, most promi
more people will stop to observe!, and SKLL, RENT OR TRADE
your
ti 1,000 isgallons.
$100,000 00
Capital Paid In
nent and reliable citizens, and these hour
DENTISTS.
tho more sales he will register next
very
soft,
The.
and
clear
water
property with T. L. McSpadden, Juu
17,000 00
Surplus and Profits
people stand ready to testify to the
day.
bo better, which
South Broadway.
same orally, in open court, whenever no city water could
KRAFT,
E.
DR.
my
remarks
J.
pertinent
"In closing
was one of the reasons for the city
SALE OR TRADE A good busithey are given the opportunity to going
Dental Surgeon.
the C. O., "I desire. FOR
no deeper with the well, for a continued
ness
for city property. T. L.
do so.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
your
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
valuable
In the formition would through the columns of
change
slight
Broadway.
300
South
This cheerful bunch of innocence
Rule Dry Goods company,
Golden
the
paper, to personally request those
change
completely
very
likely
to
be
post;
Vice President; J. B.
SALE Indian trading
O. N. MARRON, President; Wm. FARR,
J. M. Palmer would have you believe the quality of the water
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
merchants to mend their ways, (and FOR
good location and a paying business. mail.
that the charges against him have The well as it now is assures the thereby their business), and occasion
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
their origin in local prejudice and In city of a water supply for nil time, ally change their window displays. I T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
petty spite. This is a base fabrica- it is the opinion of parties who are also wish
Office
No. 308 Railroad avenue.
JAY A. HUBBS and D. II. CAJINS.
household
and
SALE
Furniture
tion and falsehood. The charges grew posted, that if a pump Is put down
FOR
Hut l)v this time the scribe had
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
701
West
Den
at
prominent
Call
for
a
goods
advice
of
sale.
of
ap
the
wit
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4t2.
Q
made his escape and the Close Ob
4t 0 feet it can be operated continu
INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
ver attorney, who had been made cog- ously
Copper avenue, from 9 to 11 a. m., pointments made by mall.
would not lower the well server went on up Railroad avenue
0
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.
except Sundays
nizant of the facts in the chief of- enoughandto make any material dif- hunting another victim.
LAWYERS.
fense charged against Palmer, and his ference In the water supply. The
FOR SALE Horse, buggy. and haradvice was endorsed by an cqualry town
ness. Also good frame room, 12x14,
the water very badly, HERE IS A REAL LION KILLER
Bernard S. Rodey.
But now it needed
prominent Santa Fe attorney.
with shingle roof. Apply at 1403
",ias a supply for a city many
Albuquerue
ATTORN
they neither of them knew of these times the size of Gallup.
West Roma avenue.
N. M. Prompt attention given to all 0 "OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1871
other offenses, with which he now
HOW PETER JONES, OF SIERRA FOR SALE Cheap,
tc
FalruanKa
business pertaining to the profession
stands charged. If they had, how CAPTAIN DISMISSED
MOUN-TAIengasollue
power
A
COUNTY, DISPATCHED
Morse
Will practice in all courts of the terrimuch more vehemently would they
gine, suitable for small pumping tory and before the United State
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LION.
have urged the bringing of these proIs
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w.
,
Enquire
plant.
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San Francisco, Cal .March t. It
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ceedings?
A good
that the war department will
Peter Jones, a goat man who lives FOR SALE OR TRADE
Ira M. Bona.
Furthermore. James T. Fay never expected
T.
bargain.
CapA
r
the resignation of
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Schumaker piano.
some ml os west or tuiisupro,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
was a defendant in any suit brought soon A.accept
Broadway.
In
F. Curtis, formerly on duty
L. McSpadden. 300 South
(.,.ntiv dispatched a large mountain
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
by Mr. Palmer, for himself i r uny one tain
and near Washington, and lion I" a manner that would, ir he FOR SALE Small stock merchandise lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
lse, until after Mr. Fay had made New York
Grain
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nt a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300 letter patents, trade marks, claims.
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Broadway.
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famous
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Blank Books
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ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
F. J . this office.
Receipt Books
lo cust Fay were not brought, how the blood, bum wo modern science among the dons who soon
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ever, until after Fav had been invited has proved thai catarrh is a germ another tree. This process was
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statement contained in the aforesaid
street in the city; will rent for $45
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In other words
affidavit. This Fay refused to du.M'eal the mucous im iobranc of the m. asured nine and a half feet ami
month; owner leaving tor.,'. F. L
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Mr. Palmer says that If the whole
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throat.
lain's Salve, and by its continued us
history of the loeal matters behind nose and
Throat.
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gas
and electric
and cold wnter;
complete Hyomei outfit, con- :i nciiioineiit euro mav bo effected.
Aiirist for Santa Fe coas
the charges could come out "ho would sistTho
lights in each room; lot 75x112 feet; rw.,11.:,
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rooming
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best
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Price
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a
medicine
treatment.
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In New York,
ery easy thing to
hiding place In the
which is the
world if precautions are taken. Very
few can recognize even such a
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MRS. MIZNER FUNNY WOMAN

Rockefeller is and Has Been
In New

York

All

CITY DEBT

IS

GROWING

7.d

RAPIDLY

March C VnfW tho
plans for a new Towtr of Babel are
filed we will have to content ourselves
wit.i th tall tower which the Singer
Manufacturing company Intends putting up on Broadway, on the corner of
Liberty street. Wo steady have tne
confusion of tcngues attendant upon
the Tower of Babel building only a
few hundred feet distant from the
base of this huge shaft that is about
to be put up. Nearly every language
under the sun Is spoken there, and
we could go right on towering toward
the heavens were we not engaged on
4hese other structures. This Singer
tower is to be precise to be 593
inches, and tor
feet, ten and two-thirforty stories persons will be able to
attend to their business, and have a
landscape sandwich that brings In all
New York within their glance, with no
structure to Interfere with the pros
pect. That is real nice, we all like
to look over our neighbors, but by no
means to overlook them. This great
shaft higher than the Washington
manument, higher than any structure
cm the planet save the Eiffel, tower
will be erected by women working
with their feet on the pedals of sewing
The numlier of satehes
machines.
taken not counting those that have
appeared of their own accord In the
sides of tho sewers might almost be
compared with tho sands of the seashore. But the patient little women,
with their steady going sewing machines, have done the work; and when
. ihe tower is finished. Miss Susan B.
Anthony, if she lives long enough,
should stand on the topmost top, and
declare, "Thus far has women risen
in the world, having created a penes
lal far beyond .the utmost efforts of
mere man." The tower will be seen
far cut at sea, and people on Broad
way, too, can take it all In If they
split up their looks, starting with the
second look where the first one ends.
It is calculated that It will take about
four looks to do it. It will be a mark
of distinction from the rivers and the
lay, but most probably also a disfigurement of the city landscape, as
most of the skyscrapers are. The
sky-linof the city now looks very
much as though some wandering god
of mythological times, sent by his
dad to plant beans on the ancestral
lot, had dropped a bunch cf bean-pole- s
of assorted but normal lengths, and
they had sprung into the symmetrical
comb
proportions of a broken-tootheon the backbone of New York city.
But btneath that sky-linthere Is a
swarming hive of the busiest people
on earth, making of the metroKUs
the greatest city on the earth, when
all Its characteristics are considered.
York,

d

e

d

e

That Puzzling Yerkes Case,
is still puzzling
us all. Not content with marrying another man before the breath was fairly out of the first husband, there have
been a series of changes and surprises that make a fairly kaleidoscopic
display. Htr latest husband, whom
he denied marrying, and then declared with all the abandon of a
school girl that she was just too
happy to live, is settling up a little
affair in Colorado, with another wife,
what nuraler she has not stated.
takes a noThen Mrs. Yerkes-Mlzne- r
tion to retire as executrix, and nearly
perfects here retirement when some-lod- y
finds some fifty or so millions
of bonds that had been mislaid as
bonds sometimes are, and now she
thinks she would like to handle those
lHnds, continuing as executrix. What
a time sh will have wading through
those bonds, for she is a mist remarkable woman, with possibilities of unexpectedness about her reminding one
of John R. McLean's Idea of
waftch where hell breaks
loose next. Meanwhile she and her
husband are living apart, ana it js
reported that she Intends having noth
ing to do with him again. This living
upar; must prolably be ascribed to
him, as it is his habit with all his
wives.
When a man gets Into that
habit, ifs hard to break himself of it.
But If Mrs. Yerkes-Mlznecould let
up for a little while It would be aj
relief. She has the spirit of an auto
in her makeup, and is eliher running.
at reckless speed, or bucking abruptly
ami throwing everybody off.

That Yerkes case

news-paparin-

r

j

;

Mars John Still

at

Home.

Rockefeller's flittings. as told
hv the new spapers, have been an
tale. Tne papers have had,
fc:m a'.! over the country, and indeed;
paru of the globe. Some,
in all
of the telegrams had Mr. Rjckefellerj
living fro. ii town to town, and none
a more entertained than .Mr. j
ii.iVe i
in r himself, who has laughed'
U.
Ttiid grown fa' as he read of himself
tit the fame time in places of miles
He must have admired his
upan.
uwn ;;yil;'.' and ubiquitous qualities.1
mil ni.;s- have thought nim.self ai
writable sprite, a"! jet all the whtie
he h.i lufii g'inR to and from his
oflice and h use- - dally just as in or- uhen there were no
ditiLry t illi-'a
That
tb around.
pl'OCe.--.Mr.
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lor photograph and caricature as
Portland, Ore., March 6. The re- PORT ROYAL STATION
as he passes along
the street In carriage or auto, and if cent Incorporation of the Washington
DRAG TO GOVERNMENT
Northern Railway company. In Seattle
he choose ft slight disguise it Is
Washington,
P. C, March C. There
has
brought
the.
struggle between the
Impossible for anybody to detect
Is a great desire In the navy departhim.
As he has the ability to sur- Hill and Harrlman Interests for the
to he relieved cf further exround his movements with mystery, control of the Pnclnc coast trade to nn ment
point. In the endeavor to har pense on account of the abandoned
and can have all the approaches to
station ai Tort Royal. It cost
his grounds anil his offices under the monl.e these Interest, the Northern naval
nearly $15,000 to maintain the useless
114 LOTS IN THE
Btric'rst surveillance, It Is the easiest Securities company wan farmed, but, establishment
last year. The value
way of playing
that after Its existence was destroyed by of
plant
he
elsecould
which
the
used
he could adopt. Probably his myriad the government the antagonism be where,
ADDITIONS AT POBLIO
is less than $r".o,000, ana mucn
agents are tne autnors or tne nun ' tweru the two great railroad builders
buildIncluding
material,
the
stone
dreris of telegrams, locating him at 1'roko out with more vehemence than of
ings, a decaying dry dock of large
different places. Some were manufac- ever.
dimensions,
and obsolete machinery I
The Washingion Northern Railway
tured, undoubtedly, by the newspaper
be given away, much less
people f. r sport, but It is possible, and company represents the Harrlman could notmoney.
This Is an unfortunquite probable, that Standard Oil has endeavor to get possession of Uie Hill sold for
sta'e of affairs, but It has been
created this great structure of fanciful party's pacific port. Portland ha foi ate
ubiquity, tinder the shadow of which years been the Harrlman point on the found that the Port Royal plant is ofj
Mr. Rockefeller has played "nls great Northern Pacific coast, while Seattle no use whatever, and that the sooner
it is disposed of tho better for the
joke on the American press. It Is, has been looked upon almost as J. J government.
of final
however, a pregnant commentary on Hill's prlvato property.
Recently, disposition andThe suggestion haa
been
abandonment
the value of riches, that tho richest However, in the struggle for Buprem
before the house naval committee, and
(.l,A
man In America has to flit from pillar ar-- ODnh haa Iwxiti 4.i-lrep.,: have" flUed
to past and finds the air full of pursu- others
"n- ers, imaginary and real. And yet Wall street of competitive railroad gross.
-The navy department... Is pushm
what an example of the majesty of UMI1M1M MI lilt- Illl WCSI .
rs
... -- I.
a- .M
a-wtil
the law It afford? that a mighty man
,l71y7,U8h'n
new
navy
Charleston,
yard
which.
at
i?iC.
cf wealth fears a little slip of patter.
however, presents an additional rea- . vLwlv'n
s
m.
that in tne name of law, commands t
No,rlurn son for spending
even
NOTICE
him to be present somewhere at some at Spjkane, ho come
., no more m,ney,
.
...
north b.uik of the Columbia rive.' ft'. ' II., ...I
uine.
V...
Notice Is hereby given that an elecIk.. W..,.H...
and
The bonds of the city of Now York locrn
tion will be held In tho City of Albuare no longer the head of the proces- is building a new line to Portland
querque, New. Mexico, on Tuesday,
Mr. Harriroan'ii ft MUlll lALlXtllUr
sion, as the solid, stable leaders of from that place.
April 3, 190C, between the hours of 9
niunicliMil securities, commanding the Washington Nor;hern railway is to
POLAR EXPEDITION o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m., of
I
highest price from eager and numer- build a line from here to Seattle and
i
1
said day, at the following polling
ous buyers, but her "fours" do not Kverett, another port on Puget sound,
place;
by
the main line of the Great
bring as much as her
Cal
did five, touched from
First Ward City Hall.
7r.ch
which a branch runs tan Mil.uln the
six, seven and eight years ago. The
Second Wnrd At offlc of Chas.
explorer,
city is now paying a higher rate than to Seattle. The Washington Northern is expected here today or tomorrow Chadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
it ever bus been compelled to pay will cross the Columbia river at Kelso to make the final preparations for the
Third Ward At office of K. II.
since consolidation, and tho rate will and reach Seattle hv way of Tacoma. Arctic expedition, which will sian Punbar, on South Third street.
likely incroasa as the price of the !.., Seventy I acres. T of ttdclands have from hero soon under his direction.
Fouith Ward Near corner of Cop1 ne expedition
bonds decline. The truth is, the city nnmrco.
wUl go to Banks Ind per avenuo and Third street.
.
(tnnnmu
.j
New
At
which said election the qualified
York, Greater New York, as it
of
under the tolnt ftusnlcpa of tlia Pnvnl!
..
x elftPtnm nf the snlri fHtv nf A IKnnnnr
i
f t
Don't wait nnlil your supply
proudly calls Itself, is spending money The Seattle terminals will be on land nu,nM hKIAnl ..
adjoining
frontage
harbor
owned
the
Geographical
Now
Mexico, residing within the
very lavishly, bleeding like Marco
th? Amerlcan
society.
by
property
James
Hill.
cost
J.
This
cl,y":nl,s
8ha11 choose
of tne 8ald
Bezzaris, at every pore: and Its finanThe American society gave the ex
is entirely gone. Remember
ciers are figuring nervously and eager- about $900,000. Construction of the plorer money to purchase a vessel on tn" to"0 lnR officers:
new
by
and,
is
road
rushed,
n
beins
Mayor
term
For a
of two
ly all the while at the borr:wing
the
Pacific
coast.
will
There
be
eUvon
capacity of the municipality, and reason of the shorter distance to be or twelve men In tho expedu.on, fix
,
One City Clerk For a term of two
it takes time to execute good
...,n
,w
when It shows a large Increase ihei-- built, it Is hoped to have it finished r.f
into Portland. of her8 will go down the Mackenzie, J'Pnrs;
is great joy in the ranks of the by the time r. Hill
a
ji t o i.uiiovi uv. null iiif uiti.o airuui river this summer and meet Captain "n years. Treasurer-F- or a term of
officials, for they are then able to Mr unv.
and you
figure large additional expenditures. 241 miles of railroad building, while Mikkelscn at the Mackenzie Uelu nn
Two Members of the City Council
iiniriinun nas orny uikjui isd nuiea
An increase of ratahlos has put in the
Arctic COBSt
from
.Ward
the
First
term
a
One
for
power, it is thought, of the municipal vi line iu uiiuu. in tne oeame cm
should demand the
petition the Hill lines have the advan Is
authorities to Issue bonds sufficient tage
1111
t0
Banlls
of the Harrlman roads by about in
to build a new subway; and so we
m oi
have new buildings ad libitum, new 228 miles.
A Biedge,
Known as ucuurort sea.
una MnK,. nf n,
n
ferries, new streets, new paving for
Journey
over the frozen water will rrom the Second Ward-- For
term
a
Ului, rtaiiCn
streets, in fact, new avenues for ex- BROTHERHOOD OF ST.
tbe idea of dis f four rearsANDREWS IN MEMPHIS, covering the unknown Islands that are' One Member of the City Council
penditures in every direction.
The
city is flourishing, that is certain; but
Memphis, Tenn., March 6. The supposed to exist there. The theory from tho Third ward
For a term of
its tax rate is high, and there Is every general officers of the Brcthrrnood 01 Is lmscd on the movements of the four years.
And
prospect of its increasing.
there St. Andrews arrived here this morn currents.
One Member" nf the ritv rvmnrii
is not a club, or society, or organlza-- l lug for The purpose of holding a con
Captain Mikkelsen expects ty be
from the Fourth Wari For a term of
,
'
Hon, that attends to cily mailers that ference end to discuss and decide on settled at his Banks Land base iy luiir yeara,
JOB DEPARTMENT produces
is protesting against expenditures. the preparatory engagements for the the beginning of the next early Arc- One Member of the Board of Edu
They are no longer breaks upon the ninth International convention of the tic winter. Then he will estauiiaa n cntion from the First Ward For a
work that pleases (its cuscity outgo. Indeed, they are all fairly Brotherhood cf St. Andrews, which is supply depot to the north of this, from term or four years:
howling for pouring out more money, to be held here October 18 to 21, ot which he will s'art out on his final
Two Members of tho Board of EduA 'phone call will
tomers.
so that in a full stream it will water this year. Amoni those in attendance dash for th3 pole early in the spring cation from tho Second Ward One
every project named or thought of. are nooert H. Gardiner, president; ot lyos. He expects to accomplisn a for a term of four years, nd one for a
But, apart from the credit being dam- - Hubert Carletoi, general secretary; large amount of valuable scientific term or two years, to fill out an unhave our man
your place
aged by heavy expenditures, that G. Frank Shelby, western secretary ; work. This will include observations expired term.
credit is still more damaged by the E. C. MeAlister, eastern secretary; of magnetic and meteorological
One Member of the Board of Eduof business to talk this mattalk of municipal ownership. George H. Randall, secretary of ttie ditlons and a study of the Esmnmaux cation from the Third Ward For a
tern cf feur years;
Investors don't facy lxjnds backed by assemblies of Illinois, Ohio, Indiana of Wollaston Land.
One Member of tho Board of Edusuch talk; they think,, for instance, and Michigan, and F. M. Adams, cor
ter over. New series of job
cation from the Fourth Ward For a
that Insane asylums are good things, responding secretary.
A Scientific Wonder.
but they don't care to lend money to
The previous conventions Jf the
TIu, curog that 8tand to ltg credIt tern of four years;
type,
the kind for all
FRANK McKEK. Mayor.
Insane persons to build the asylums. brotherhood were hi Id In the follow make Bueklen's Arnica Salve a sclen- The municipal ownership Idea has Ing cities:
Baltimore, 1S98; Colum- tific wonder. It cured B. R. Mulford,
been put forward just enough to cause bus, O., 1S99; Richmond. Va.. 1900; lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry,
commercial work, have been
NOTICE
damage, and that damage will be Detroit, 1901; Boston, 1902; Denver, Waynesboro, Pa., of a distressing case
8
greater if the talk Is not stopped 1903; Pulladelphla, 1904; Chicago, of piles. It heals the worst burns, Notice is hereby given
received
elecan
this
that
office
the
pretty quick.
1905.
At the last convention, which
boils, ulcers, cuts, wounds, chil- - tion will be held in the City of Alwas held In Chicago, there were over blains and aali rheum. Only 25c at buquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
past few days.
iO0 delegates from chapters of the all drug storcB.
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
April 3, 190C, between the hours of 9
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m., of
said day, at the following polling
places:
First Ward City Hall.
TTMnTinii""ifflft5
Second Ward At office of Chas.
Chadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At offico of E. H.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
(Homestead Entry No. SCS7.)
Fourth Ward Near corner of Cop(Small Holding
No. 548.)
per cvenue and Third street.
Department of the Interior, Land Of Department of tneClaim
interior, United
At which election the question of
flee at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan
States Land Oflice, Santa Fe, N. M
authorizing the Issuance of Three
unry 30, 1906.
March 5, 190ti.
Hundred Thousand ($;iuo,000) Dollars
Notice Is hereby given that
folNotice la hereby given that the folloor bonds of said City of Albuquerque, lowing named settler has filed the
wing-named
notice
claimant has filed noew Mexico, to purchase and extend of nls Intention to make final proof in tice of hiH
intention to make final
the vater works now owned by the support of his claim, and that said proof in support
or his claim under
Water Sipply company of said city, proof will be made before tho probate Sections 1 and 17 of
the act of
will be submitted to tho qualified clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on March 3, 1891 (26
Stats.. 834). as
electors of said city, who are the March 6, 1906, viz.:
amended by the act of February 21,
owners of real or personal property,
John A. Sweeney, of Uernallllo 1893 (27 Stats., 470). and that nald
fciibject to taxation, within the City county New Mexico,
for the Iota 1, 6 proor win be made before the U. 8.
of Albuquerque.
and 7, of section 1, township 8 north, Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
N. M., on April 14, 1906, viz:
range 2 east.
lMar
He names the following witnesses Vigil, for the Lot 1, Sec. 25. T. 7 N..
to prove his continuous residence R. 2 E., and In Sec. 30, T. 7 N.. R. 3
NOTICE
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.: B.. lot 2. Sees. 25 and 2. T. 7 N.. R.
"ame ". ""ngnam, John W. Bar- - 2 E., and Tract A In lot 3. in Sec. 35.
Not ic is hereby clven that nn
7 N., R. 2 E., and Tract It,
lot 3,
election will be hold In tho City of ?et; Manuel Lpe and Ell A, Can- - T.
Sec. 35, T. 7 N., R. 2 E.. and Sec. 2.
Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tues- wvii, ail ui Aiuuiucriiuot now Mexico. T.
6
2
N.,
R.
E.
as with joyous hearts and smiling faces they romp and phy when va health
MANUEL R. OTERO.
day. April 3rd,
190C,
between the
He names the following witnesses
Register.
hours of 9 o'clock a. m. and 0 o'clock
and howconducive to health the games in which they indulge, the outdoor
to prove his actual continuous adverse
p. m., of sa?U day, ul the following
possession of said tract for twenty
life they enjoy, the cleanly, regular habits they should be taught to form and
voting places:
MERCHANT TAILORING
years next preceding the Burvey of
First Ward City Hall.
the wholesome diet of which they should partake. How tenderly their health
the township, viz:
Second Ward At oiflce of Chas.
UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque,
should be preserved, not by constant medication, but by careful avoidance of
Chadwick &. Co., on Gold uvenui;.
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- N. M.; Sisto Uaco y Uaca. of AlbuThird Ward At office of K. 11.
every medicine of an injurious or objectionable nature and if at any time a
querque, N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of AlI'Minbar, on South Third street.
BINI, PROPRIETOR
buquerque, N. M.; I'lacido Salazar y
remedial agent is required, to assist nature, only those of known excellence
Fourth Ward Near corner of CopOtero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
per avenue and Third street.
should be used; remedies which are pure and wholesome and truly beneficial
My mercoant tailoring rtion Is ur
Any person who desires to proAt whic'i
ald election the question
over No. 209 West Railroad ave- - test against the allowance of said
in effect, like the pleasant laxative remedy, Syrup of Figs, manufactured by
. I
,..;,l.r tUr. i ., r ...... ....
'f.l.l... stairs
w.ll?re ' oIlclt the patronage of .proof, or who knows of any substan- Tlioun "iV::ii.oui'm Iio'llara of t.onils D"e public.
the California Fig Syrup Co. Syrup of Figs has come into general favor in
All work guaranteed first jtial reason under the laws and regu-clas- s,
of tin' said City of Albuquerque, New the
as I have had fifteen years' ex ilations of the Interior IVpartment
many millions of well informed families, whose estimate of its quality and
Mia:i . to t rcot and build u city
perience In the businets. Suits madej why such proof should not be allowed
luiiiru'. v.i.'l !e submitted to tho to
excellence is based upon personal knowledge and use.
order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and will be given an opportunity at the
qualified (lectors of said
city,
who
Syrup of Figs has also met with the approval of physicians generally, beThe specific I use will not
time and place to
are the owners of real or personal repaired.
xjrriini- - th" witnesses of said
propi-rtysubject to taxation, within Injure the cloth. Ladles' gartuen's cro
cause they know it is wholesome, simple and gentle in its action. We inform
cleaned and walking skirts made, claimant, and to oner evidence la
the sa;d City of Albuquerque. New also
all reputable physicians as to the medicinal principles of Syrup of Figs, obtained,
to order. Give me a trial.
rebuttal of that submitted by claim
O. BAMBINI.
ant.
by an original method, from certain plants known to them to act most beneficiFRANK McKKK. Mayor.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
ally and presented in an agreeable syrup in which the wholesome Californian
Mrs. Bambini, at her purlors. No.
Register.
a Ciiiz' ii want ad.
20!) West Railroad
avenue, Is preblue ligs are used to promote the pleasant taste; therefore it is not a secret rempared to give thorough scalp treatNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
edy and hence we are free to refer to all well informed physicians, who do not
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns.
Iv
the
(Homestead Entry No. fiiMS.)
bunions and ingrowinrr
approve of patent medicines and never favor indiscriminate
nails. She!
amd CURE the LUNC8
gives ma.it.agi; treatment and manlcur-- lJepartment of the Interior, Land Of- Please to remember and teach your children also that the genuine Syrup
Ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
nce at Santa Fe. New Mexico, Jan
of complexion cream builds up the! uary 30, 1!uG.
of Figs always has the full name of the Company
" TH
California Fig Syrup Co.
Notice is hereby given that tne i
skin and Improves the complexion,
plainly printed on the front of every package and that it
sale in
and Is guaranteed not t' be injurinamed bettler has filed notice
bottles of one size only. If any dealer offers any other than the regular Fifty
ous. She also prepares a. hair tonic of his intention to make final proof in
that cures and prevents dandruff and support of his claim, ami that said
cent size, or having printed thereon the name of any other company, do not
a
hair falling out; restorer life to dead proof will he maJe before the probate
fONSUMPTION
Price
accept it. If vou fail to get the genuine you will not fret its Hnpfiml effects.
hair; removes moles, warts and su- - clerk ot Albuquerque, New Mev.'co, on
BOc 4 $1.00
OliCHS and
perfluous hair. Also a face powder, a Marct ;, l!iut., viz.:
OLDS
Every family should always have a bottle on hand, as it is equally beneficial
Fret Trial.
Manuel Chaves y T.irrieta. of BerliecUle euro and pimple cure and pile
for the parents and the children, whenever a laxative remedy is required.
cure. All of these preparations
barest and Uuitkast Cure for all
are nalillo county. New Mexico, for the
THROAT and LUNO XaOUB-LE- 3,
purely vegetable compounds. Have lot 4. and tlictiouihea.4t quarter of the
or MONlil BACK.
just added a vibrator machine for fcoutliwest quarter of section I'i, tou-shia north, ran;e 3 east.
tiea'tinnt of scalp, face, and cure of
He names thi following witnesses
wrinMi's. It Is also used for rheumato prove lis continuous residence
tism, pains and massage.
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
(IreKHTio Apodaca y Candelaria. ot
COMING EVtNIS
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Francisco
6e
(irieso, of Albuquerque, New Mexico;
Marii 9 Kerry from
.Manuel Antonio Fena.
of Fajarito,
21 Klkry's
March
Uoyai
Italian New Mexico; Hamon Ixipez, of Albu
baud.
querque. New Mexico.
March 21 Charles Hanford ComMANUEL K. OTF.RO.
pany in Slukspeariau l'lays.
KegUter.
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"ARNOLD'S E,OT" Flow is made from choiccTtiarliey EiamiSE&s M ARB
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Money Not Wanted

By The Citizen Publishing Company
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Medical

Thought Suggestive

returned to iho treasury for redemption and n fresh
bill Is issued In Its stead.
Thus the circulating currency Is constantly kept tresh, clean and comparatively
free from disease germs. This should appeal to the
physician and hyglenlst as an Important step In our
progress townrds the final stamping out of all contagious diseases. What can be more unhygienic than
old, worn, greasy paper money, passing from hand to
hand, among all classes and conditions of men? Time
and again they have been examined and found literally
to swarm with bacteria.
The clean, fresh Post Check
would be used but little until some one would want to
send it by mail, when Its further circulation would
cease, and a new one would take Its place. Uusiuess
men universally endorse it. it now remains oniy lor
the medical profession and all who desire clean, healthmoney-savin- g
ful money to see Its many good,
qualities and write
and health and
their congressmen and senntors about It, urging them
to vote for the bill (H. R. 1970), which will come up
for passage at the present session. The plan has been
approved by the postmaster general nnd was favorably
reported upon by the House Poslofflce Committee at
the last session.
Is

list, moreover, lias been considerably swelled
of numerous individuals who
wish to nvoid testifying before the various Investigating
fwnmltees. which are not. confined to New York alone,
cenbut are nt work in Washington and other political
a
ters. Tho investigation fever has not only caused
good deal of personal anxiety among many of tho responsible heads of corporations, whose doings would not
wtand the glare of sensational publicity; but It bus also
opmade more difficult the promotion of new financial
erations and Is breeding a spirit of pessimism and per-or
sonal animosities in the financial district, which more
less threatens the spirit of harmony that has prevailed
during the last three or four years. While the results,
eventually, are certain to be beneficial to the public and
will unquestionably raise managerial standards, still the
Intervening period of agitation and readjustment Is a
disturbing one; impairing confidence temporally and
necessarily having an adverse effect lu higher financial
circles. Fortunately, our large corporations will in future be conducted upon more rigid lines, and tho mesalliances between our big corporations and unscrupulous
politicians should become more difficult of accomplishment and less likely to be repeated. Already our largo
Insurance companies, upon which great bankers have
000000XDOOOOOXXXK0XXOCOOOO
frequently largely depended in their syndicate opera-of
tions, have withdrawn for good from all transactions
In future these great syndicates will,
character.
have to look direct to Individual purchasers fororganand will lack the support of these great
izations which has always been highly important In the
XX0XK0XXXXXXXX0O0XK)0O0O0
times of stress. The effect will probably be to make
such syndicates more careful In their future commiSixty thousand Americans, living on American soil,
tments; a change that will prove beneficial, and which Industriously developing American resources, are heavperiod.
has fortunately taken place during a favorable
ily taxed by congress, without being given representation in that body. And worse they receive no adequate return In improvements for their taxes. Taxation
is emphatically
without representation
active
most
the
of
Is
one
The St. Louis Civic League
return is robbery. These
beneficial
Taxation
without
of the branches of the American Civic Association. At 60,(100 Americans, the pioneers of our great northwest,
thousand
five
board
executive
the
meeting
ef
recent
are loud In their demands for justice. They have sent
copies of the report of the public sanitation committee a series of resolutions to President Roosevelt, urging
printed
and
on the garbage problem were ordered
Alaska's needs; nninstructed, they have met in a terriA list of committees to dragt a comprehensive
torial conference; uninvited, they have sent a delegate
adopted.
was
city plan
city to congress, who Is denied a Beat and Is making his
"We do not hope to control the growth of the
the fight for Justice against tremendous odds.
discussing
entirely," said Secretary Mayj Fesler in
These Alaskans are native born Americans. They
happlan. "We want to prevent, if possible, the present,
want an organized territorial government, with the
There
improvements.
extensive
making
way
of
hazard
We be- right to make their own local laws and to select their
is no relation between the various movements. practical
mvn home rulers.
The Alaskans want some provision
sane
some
and
lieve that a report suggesting
for an appellate court In their own country. Litigation
and relation of all these movements will is frequent in a mining district, and decisions of judges
result in more harmony.
w'hu are themselves financially interested in the cases
All nf the larger cities have either drafted reports
AH appealed
are biased and worse than worthless.
comrecently
or have them under way. San Francisco
will cases now have to he taken to the court in California.
out,
carried
if
which,
plan
comprehensive
a
pleted
mil litigation is enormously expensive and long de
make that cltv one of he most beautiful in the world.
rived. Everything is taxed, if a man opens a bnrlier
and
York
New
Detroit,
Washington,
Cleveland, Buffalo.
shop
he must pay a tax to (he federal government; it
same
line.
Philadelphia are all at work along the
a store, practices law, publishes a newspaper,
fifty
-plan
If St Louis had adopted a definite city
engages in any kind of business, he must pay a tax
beautiful
niost
of
one
the
today
might
bo
years ago she
After paying tho expenses of
ot levied at Washington.
cities in America. It is not too late to remedy some
is
government
allowed her; Alaska has paid
what
little
growth.
future
the defects, or, nt least. to guide the great expansion. into the United States treasury more than a sixth of
This rltv is on the eve of a period of
her original purchase value.
Some plan ought to be adopted to guide that expansion.
Alaska Is In Rore need of roads, railways and many
comthe
'appointing
in
That is 1c purpose in view
oilier forms of public improvements. The federal gove
:nit'ees."
rnment has given aid to the Philippines In such mat.
ters; why not to Alaska If Alaska is to be something
else than a rich bone for a floating population of miners
y
and then throw away, if that vast country of
Report
for
Crop
The New Mexico Climate and
crop he Yukon Is to e developed and made the permanent
Is just to hand. Speaking of weather ami
home of
industrious Americans citizens.
conditions, Director Llnney says:
light,
but tnu then it is time her plea for justice be heeded.
was
month
the
of
precipitation
"The
in the
great amount of snow tnat covered the ground largely
O OOOOOOCOOO OOOOOOOOOOCOCXXXXIO
was
lower altitudes at the close of December Temperature
absorbed and moisture was abundant.
the
TEair5.CLS JeffTeirsoinv's
conditions were generally favorable especially during was
laHt decade of the month, and considerable plowing
and
done, ditches in southern valleys were being cleaned
preparations made for spring work. Fruit and forest
bad
trees showed some swelling of buds aud range grass howOOOOOCX)X0X)XXfOOOCOC0
begun to sprout; in central and northern counties,
Jefferson's let: '.'.laxims of practical life were con
ever, vegetation was dormant. Stock losses were few tained in a letter written to Thomas .lefferson Smith, in
',... in th. northern counties little feeding was re
LSI! 5. and read as tollows;
quired. Some shrinkage was reported from
1.
Never nut oil until tomorrow what you can do
conditions
generally
counties owing to cold nights, but
today.
few
A
were hiuhlv favorable with stock of all kinds.
2. Never trouble another for what you can do your- counties,
in southwestern
- ,
i.i.u .v- .MMMirtpii
ai ijr iumuo
self
The
done.
been
also
shearing
bad
t Never spend your money before you have it.
where some goat
abundant soil moisture gave promise of early and good
I. Never buy what yon do not want because It is
grass. Winter grain, where sown, was in good coudl
cap; it will be dear to you.
tion.
Pride costs its more than hunger, thirst ami
time-savin-

life-savi-

tbt

Alaska's Just Plea
Is Self Government

then-market-
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Business Life

I AM SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

Young Men's Suits, Boys', Suits and
Children's Suits in the latest styles
A Rifle Given Away With Evety Boy's Soit

DUNLAP OPENING DAY FEBRUARY 17

1, 1ANDELL

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

y

The

0

Policy of tilhiis Stir
x-x-x-

0
0

0

0'

0

f0

THE NAME

0

Wm. CHAPLIN

0

Not only means the

0

0

jl

x- -x

0

0
0

0

t

0
pairs men's fine shoes
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
0
lOOO'pairs misses' and children's fine
0

0

ITS DOORS TEMPORAR
ILY, AWAITING ACTION OF ITS
MEETING WILL BE
CREDITORS
HELD SOON.

shoes.

0

The Duke City Tea and Coffee com
pany, that has been doing business
at 118 West Silver avenue for some
time past, has closed Its doors tem
porarily, awaiting action of creditors
of the company.
L. B. Putney,
wholesale grocer,
who Is one of the creditors of the
Duke City Tea and Coffee company.
took a bill of sale of tho contents of
the place, which, later, he agreed to
turn back to the other creditors, and
pending a meeting of the other creditors, to decide just what should be
done in the matter, the store is
closed.
A. J, Mitchell, the attorney, repre
senting the Duke City Tea and Coffee
company, stated that as yet nothing
had been definitely decided upon, as
there had been no mee' lug of the
creditors, but that in all probability
a meeting would be held immediately
to take action, in the matter.
No statement of the liabilities or
assets ot the company nave as yet
been given out.

FOR NEW

0

3000

CLOSES

MOUNTAINEER

0

0

COFFEE COMPANY 0

0

0

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest

0

DUKE CITY TEA AND

R

0

-x-x-x

0

0
-x-x

0

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

0

shapes that stylish dressers
will wean but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes

0
0

themselves.
dent that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.
We feel confi-

0
0
0

0

0

HEADLD
VOkK AGAIN

0

The "Uio .Mountaineer," which has
been laid up here in Hudson's garage
lor the past ten days, got away this
morning, i n route to Kansas City and
the east. At Kansas City Megargel
and Kassett will rest up for two weeks
before starting again on the leiuui
trip to New York.
'We are not after a time record.

said Percy Megargel, this morning.
before leaving the city. "Our object
is to get across the continent, and to
d ; what good we
can in the 'good
roads' movement."
Megargel and Kassett left here via
the canyon road, headed for Santa Fe,
where i hey will remain only a short
time, provided their machine Is in
good cuinliii.m upon reaching that
city.

THE

THE CELEBRATED
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YORK

NEW
GROWN

HOME

ut

111

0

Wootton

8

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KT.

AgenU.

Albuquerque,

b House

Myer,

M.. M.

Automatic Phone. 199.

AND

g Ranches
B

RENTALS

and

8
Farms 8
8

Correspondence Solicited.
U'.'l S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . X.

M-

-

Cfown Sttidio
Albuquerque

0. W. Strong's Sons

Novelty

WorKs

South Second Street
Just received, large aWpment of
Cleveland. Rambler, Columbia, andI
Repairing of a
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying S've u a can.

UNDER TA KERS

321

PIONEER BAKERY

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Broa.)
WEDDING- CAKE3 A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first cla baking.
AlDuqnerue.
207 8. Flrt StreeL
SIMON

121 N.

I
:
Third Street

Furnishing Line
Go To

Q
Q

323 South Second St.
Highest price paid for household
goods.
New and second hand goods
Uiught and sold. Phones: Store-R- ed
282; House Black 263

RANKIN

&

CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE.
LOANS

Automatic paone 451.
Room 10. N. T. Armllo Building
EXCHANGE
AND

STRONG BLOCK.

F. S. HOPPING. Proprietor

FAIR

CHILE

FURNITURE

OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
215',i West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

0

Chas. L. Keppeler

Heal Estate

MELINI & EAKIN
Sol

&

0

When you want something in the

OOCOOCOCOCxOCOOCXXDOOCiCxDCO

1m-

!.c

0

000OeKt0X000

m0mO0GO0OO00O

Bottled In Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

PURE

Auto Phone 601.

Special Sales Every Saturday.

1

M

0

ARMIJO, Prop.

ANTONIO

WHISKEY

rt

over-expansi-

0

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Wm. CHAPLIH

i

over-suppl-

0

JO

0

g,

wage-eainiii-

i

is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.

More women than evir before are engaging in busi
Two weeks ago the Kye pubiislud
Needles Eye:
tho outline ot u newly organized company known as me ness affairs anil mote than ever before are succeeding
Desert Power and Water company, which would erect in tlii' industrial world. Why. Is woman's domes! Icily
a large electric plant at Needles for the purpose of sup- a fiction? Dots she prefer a business life lo caring for
plying electrical power and litiht to Needles and the a home? Is she especially well fitted to take a high
r
Information has been received uhice In liusiues i litenirise. :,nil Inst findinir it out?
surrounding country.
nitig twuiian the necessarv outgrowth ot
this week that the plans of the company are reacbing i;; lie w :me-eINJURED ARE GETTING
ing conditions'."
the culmination point and the detailed plans are receivThousands' of outig girls are every year put to worn
ing consideration at the hands of the management of :h"
ALONG VERY NICELY
in factories and stores or sent to business colleges and
new company and with Ihe obtaining of the several franfor
normal schools lo learn lo become
V lepi
m utative of
chises desired, the actual work of construction will
The Kw ning
tie- simple re:isoi iliui
has become u neces Citizen this afternoon inquired at the
sary element in woman's life. Dut, if questioned, how Santa l'e hospital in this city for the
The present does not seem a very propitious time many of them will say that they have begun their life condition of lixpress Messenger Sum
and 'he natives who were- infor the offering ot city bonds lo the investing public. work? How many young teachers look forward to forty mers
in the wreck of No. 1, yesHenry Clews says: "Since January first over $ Iuu.ihhi,-00- 0 or fifty years of taking care of other people's children? jured
terday morning, near Hlllewati i. '1 lie
of new securities have been issued and a much larger How iiiaiiy factory girls or clerks or stenographers or reply was thai they were doing nicely
quantity authorized. I'nless we are mistaken, this Is u chorus girls so loe iheir work that they spurn all the and indications pointed strongly lo,
The woman naturo subcon the ultimate recovery of all.
larger output of new securities than occurred three years thoughts of marriage?
Thi' wreck was cleared up today
ago, when tho market suffered so much from conges- sciouslv yearns foi a home, with husband and children
y
ards. It
to love and care for. This fact is so well reeognl.ed"! Und leiiuneil to the local
tion. Just now we are suffering from an
lloit voutti? women me coimnonlv ilenled res nonslble po- will be dilllcult now for a stranger
iu loans lu addiot securities, hIso tho
locate tin- scene of the disaster, mi
tion to other drawbacks, which of themselves are sutll-cle- sitions which they could perfectly well fill, because they to
thorough has been the work of the
to depress the market. The wonder is that values cannot be depended upon to keep them. If they marry railroad employes.
they leave their employer; whereas, young moil will re
stand up so well against such rcinneilous odds "
double their efforts lo
useful if they marry.
ARRESTfcl) TODAY FOR
.
Tbc L!reui lmiioriii- ,U unnu'ii in business are t hert
The New Mexican has informal ion to the effect tliut
ex
CRUELTY TO ANIMALS
the project to create a forest reservation in the Zuni because thev have been forced into it. With the
OUI'SllitS. tile
1,,
feu uomen ilevnli-Mountains bus lecu abandoned by the division of for eeoliiin ol"
(his
woman is the result of condition over
Chief of police McMillin
estry of the Department of Agriculture. This abandonthe arrest
of
ment, it Is unedr"tuod, Is caused by the fact that the which she has no control. And the number of her in morning ordered
Frank
on ihe charge of cruAmerican Lumber company, which lias Its headquarters any community is in direct ratio to the number of bach elty
was the
The urn-siu Albuquerque, owns between 1'."o,mk) uml liuo.tioo acres elors. of deail or Irrcooiisilile hnskinds and of heads ol resultio ofanimals.
received u' head
burden. No ipiiir ei..,. complaints
of timber lands in tho uni .Mountains, which the
i
is alleged that Ji)t,c.
would have to obtain at the rate of from $ to amount of philosophizing can drive the woman out of win wa working at the corner of
results
any
of
deplorable
business. No doleful prophecies of
95 per acre, before the reserve could be made
Tljeras avenue, was
Sixth street
can do ll. She is there, not bv natural Inclination, nut uioiei i i
y H'l llel ami
ooiiBeu,ueiiee.
Si'Vel'e
because of both pressure behind her and demand before workiiii! his horses. He will be j;cii
The other day. the surplus reserve of the New ork her. Onlv a levolutloiunv li auuo in enihtinc conditions a leanii); i,, police coin toinonow
niornlnii.
g
woman.
can efface lite
Oly banks was down as low as $3.imio,io(i.
-

190.

book-keepe-

cold.

Tho proposal brought out at the recent farmers'
ti.
We never repent of having eaten too little.
held iu Estancia, to establish electric works at
7. Nothing is troublesome that we do willingly.
clec
generated
convey
the
the Hagan coul fields and to
S.
How much nain have cost us the evils which
tricity to the Estancia Valley for pumping and other have never happened.
purposes where power is employed, is both excellent
!t.
Take things always by their smooth handle.
and well directed. The Citizen more than once has
If
10. When anerv. count ten before vou sneak;
possibilities
called attention to the fact that with the
angry,
very
,
a
hundred.
possesses,
for cheap electric, power which Albuquerque
the farmers in the valley below town by combining could i 003C0XC0X)X)OOOOC0X)X)00X)Ca
secure power at a much less cost than by wind mill or
i?HHolini
emilne. If the present apparent purpose of
Woflncnrn
IPkeascm
boring for oil in the valley shall be carried out. The
Citizen feels confident that it would prove beneficial to
In.
the company, and to the entire valley, that the company
..umlnr Into the 1'easihllitv and cost of securlnsj electric
power from the works in this city.
oovoooooooooooooooooooooooooo

her

I). M. Qiilntana. who was at the
the limited
crossing just before
struck the wagon, says he wa com-- I
n it to town along the road south of
the woolen Wilis, and witnessed the
awful accident. One mule was
to the west sld.' of the track near the
(tossing; another was taken Into the,
nir and landed some yards farther on;
the wason was carried along with the;
man, on the front of the engine, and
both were finally freed, and tossed
Into the air, landing on the east sldei
of the track. Mr. (Juintana says he
did not hear the engine's whistle blow.
City in Charge.
The remains and the effects cf tli
deceased man have been given over'
Into the care of the city. Marshal Mc-- ,
Millin taking charge. The dead man's
relatives live in icxas, nis miner, a
farmer, residing near Anson, Jones
county, and a sister and brother living
also at Anson and at Tulia, Texas.
The brother, R. J, Paxton, at Anson,
has been notified of the accident.
The deceased was about 35 years of
nge, and came to Albuquerque about
eighteen months ago, from the Bell
ranch, San Miguel county, where he
had been employed as a cowboy. He
came to Albuquerque with I N. Shaw,
r
who Is now
for the Bell
Ranrh company, and Is now employed
com
In the offices of the Gross-Kellpany. Paxton and Shaw roomed to
gether at the Commercial club.
He Was Well Liked.
Nothing hut words of praise can he
said of "Hill" Paxton, as he l kindly
reftrred to by all who knew him. "He
was (he best man we ever had In
charge of our stables," said W. R.
Whitney, the young man's late employer. "He was cheerful of disposl-t- i
n, had no bad habits and saved his
money. He was a man with a bank
account."'
Paxton worked for the W'hilney
company a yenr previous to going to
the Bell ranch, where he was em
ployed over a year herding cattle. He
first came to Albuquerque about four
years ago.
Sister Heard From.
A telegram was
received at 4
o'clock from a sister, Mrs. Eliza Davis, residing at Anson, Texas. Orders
were received to embalm the body and
ship it to Stanford, Texas.
At the hour of going to press, no
efforts had been made toward hold
ing an Inquest over the remains, but
it Is expected that one will be held.
Funeral services will be held over
the remains tomorrow afternoon at
2 o'clock at Strong's chapel.
An effort was made to find Kn- ineer Archibald and Fireman "Win
dy" Stevens of today's limited, to
learn thMr side of the story of the
accident, but a call at No. 707 South
First street, where Uith room, met
with no response, both men being out.
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Council.

If you could take an ordinary bill out of your
pocket and mark It so thai it would be of no use to any
one except the one to whom you wish to send it, and
, Henry
Clews, in bin Inst, weekly Financial Review, then enclose It in an ordinary letter and send it by
ot
makes the following statements, which lire woithy
mail, doing away with the Journey for a money order,
Ix'inK well pondered:
you would think It a great convenience, would you not?
somewhat
suffering
is
At the moment the market
yet this Is Just what, the Post Check currency would
fmm absenteeism: a laree number if wealthy operators enable you to do.
Whichl
reStlOllSl ll lit ilS
!,., ...snltn frillll lillslllt-H.LI,u, 1VT
When this money has been used In this nir.nner "
I lie
in beconiltiK so customary nt the end of the w inter.

absentee

MOUN-

TAIN ROAD CROSSING

00XXXXXXXXXXX3OC0LXXXXXC000

ly the quiet disappearance
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AWFUL ACCIDENT BY

Physically Tairatedl

Published Dully and Weekly

EVENING

STORAGE CO.

Furniture Crated. For Shipment
Sold on ComTiciion.
J. W. MASTERS.
118 Wcit Gold Ave.
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
STA6E

and

LINE

Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig K'aves Albuquerque every Monday
MONUMENTS
Wednesday an(j Friday at 6 a. m. For
N. Second St.. Both Phone
particulars, address W. L. Trimble ft
Co., agent, Albuquerque, Jf. HL, sr J.
B, BLOCK. Proprietor, perea. N. M. f
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
A CI Mien want ad will gt the buat- the news.
OH). Try one.
Superintendents
Falrview
Santa Barbara Cemeterle.

and
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JUST RECEIVED
A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

AN EXPERT

EMPLOYED

RETURNS FROM TRIP

TO

SAID

SHE WAS

IN SOUTHERN LANDS

EXAMINE SEWER SYSTEM

SCUM

HABITUAL SNEAK

OF EARTH

RUGS

THIEF SENTENCED

Hon. Benigno Romero Tells Alleged Reply Penman Made Jose Pino Believed to Have
why Arizona Politicians are
After Being Called a Liar
a Secret Warehouse of

JD CARPETS

A

j

And Report on Conditions

For

Charges Only $250
Boards For

Work-Regist- ration

Against Joint Statehood.

City Election Named.
Albuquerque, March 5, 1 '!.
A. K. Walker. Ksq., and Sewci
Committee, Albuquerque, N. M
For the sum of $250 I will
agree to make a report upon the condition ol the existing sewer system
and recommendations as to the best
methods of making them more effective and an estimate of the cost thereof; the preliminary report of the best
method providing sewerage facilities
for the remainder of the city and
an estimate on the cost of the same.
Jl'hls report shall take up the question of sewerage disposal, making
recommendations in relation thereto.
Any levels required or lines to be run
shall be furnished by the city engineer.
Very respectfully,
ALEXANDER I 'OTTER,
ny nuthorlty vested in us, the City
Council, on March 5th, 1906, we here
by accept the above proposition from
Mr. Alexander Potter.
A. E. WALKER,
Chairman Sewer Committee.
The above is a contract entered Into between the sewer committee of
the city council, by authority of the
city council, and Alexander Potter, a
sewer expert of New York, and by
this covenant Mr. Potter, for $250,
agrees to furnish the city a report of
its present sewer ' system, the Improvements necessary to place it in
good condition, the cost of such improvements, and an' estimate of the
tost, and. an outline of what would
be an adequate sewerage system.
The sewer committee was given
authority to make the above contract
with Mr. Potter, by a motion offered
by Alderman Hanley, which passed
by a unanimous vote, after Mr. Potter had addressed the council on the
subject, at the request of Alderman
Walker, chairman of the Sewer Committee.
.'
In speaking to the council, Mr. Potter said that he had been in correspondence with the members of the
city council for several months past,
and had stopped in Albuquerque while
returning east from New Orleans, and
Phoenix. Ariz., places where he had
leen called professionally. Through
the courtesy of Dr. Elder, city physic-IaStreet Commissioner Tlerney and
members of the council, yesterday,
he had gone over as much of the
sewer system of the cuy as time
He had found ti foul
would permit.
condition of the sewerage as it leaves
the sewer pipes that should not be
there but as yet, he said, he could
not determine the cause. It was probably due to a stagnation in the pipes.
He said that the sewer mains had
been laid too cheaply, not in an attempt at fraud, but more from ignor- ance. A foundation should have been
The cost
laid beneath the mains.
would have been much greater, but
the mains would have been more
permanent, and the present poor condition of the sewer mains in some
places would have been avoided. This
precaution should always lie taken
where heavy mains are laid in quicksand.
.Mr. Potter stated that a complete
' report and diagram of a sewer system for the city of Albuquerque
would cost probably $3,00o, but that
he would furnish a preliminary report
for $250, and would have it completed
in four or five weeks, if levels to be
made by an engineer could be secured in that time. He explained tha'
the expense of an engineer in securing thise levels would probably be
$50, but this should not. be charged
against his report, as these levels
should be in possession of the city for
the intelligence of the members of the
couucil, and would ly of future use.

HAS

which time the mayor aucusscd w It It
'the aldermen, registration boards anil
the places of registration were named
as roiiows:
First Ward.
&
E. L. Washburn
Company's
clothing store. Members, C. (). Cush-manDon J. Rankin and Thomas Seward.
Second Ward.
Ha men Uottllng works, South First
street. Members, John Honnell, A.
Harscb and Fred Fisher.
Third Ward.
.lohnscn's bicycle store, South Second street. Members, W. W. McDonald, J. J. Sheridan and Charles
Shelke.
Fourth Ward.
Matron's book store. Members, O.
A. Mat son, .1. 1. Haines and W. P.
Metcalf.
The election lioards. Judges and
clerks will be named at the next regular meeting of the city council.

i

,

Reports of City Officials.
The treasurer's report showed a
balance in the treasury yf $12,789.09.
The marshal's report shows collections for the month of February'
amounting to $555.
The clerk reported llcensLS collected frir February amounting f; tJTG.ij.
The building icspector's
report
shows permits granted as follows:
Plumbing connections, 2ti; electric wiring inspections, 10; building permits,
to aling $36,1 tio.
Proposes War on Canines.
A. Tessitr, the barber, is very much
opposed to the manner in which dogs
are allowed to run loose. In an interesting and humorous, yet very
sensible talk before the council last
night, be said that fifty cents was
not an incentive to vigorous wont
Irotu the dog catcher, and that he did
not think it enough pay for the man
who risked being bitten by a dog and.
possibly, getting
hydrophobia,
and
Mr. Tessier referred to the death of
Sam Fike, who died from this dreaded disease some fifteen years ago.
from the bite of a dog he was trying
to impound while acting as pound
master for ihe city of Albuquerque.
Mr. Tessier advocates that the pound
master be paid $1 for catching dogs,
and that dog owners be compelled to
muzzle their canines during the summer months, under the penalty of a
fine of $10. He thinks that there are
too many worthless and vicious eurs
running loose.
The matter was referred to the
grievance committee.
Refuses to Be leld Up.
Alderman Hanley brought up the
matter of the city ditch, wherein residents of Old Albuquerque and In the
neighborhood of Mountain roan are!
using water from the acequia, which
passes along the city limits between
the old and new towns, emptying
their surplus water into the city ditch.1
City Attorney Hickey said that an attempt had been made to get a con-- i
tract from Mayordomo Hunick, where-bthe people referred to, would agree
to stop turning water into the city
ditch, and Attorney Summers Burk-liarwho appeared as counsel for the
defendants in a suit brought ny the
city t stop the nuisance, some time
ago, tiaid that he would secure the
proper signatures to the desired contract, which is now in the hands ot
Mr. iiurkhart, but so far Mr. Hurk-hart'- s
efforts have failed. It seems
that the defendants, although on a
previous occasion agreed to sign 8aid
contract, would now like to have the
city pqy their attorney's fees. The
THE MAYOR NAMES
REGISTRATION BOARDS. matter was left entirely in the hands
recess, during of the city attorney.
After a three-mlnutn,

t,
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FUNERALS

f

POLICE

COUKT

Fnrihatta Giannini.
The funeral ceremonies over the remains of Enrihatta Giannini, aged
who died at her home in this city, on
March 4th, at 8 p. in., from liver
troubles, superinduced by tulx'rcu-losl- s,
will take place tomorrow morning, at X o'clock, from the Immaculate
Conception church.
Interment
in
Santa Barbara cemetery.
Deceased
was the wife of Dominic Giannini, a
depot employe, and bad resided here
since their arrival from Italy, one
year and three months ago.

Francisco Chavez was arrested last
night, charged with being drunk. He
had a ticket to Los Luuas and $7 in
cash on hfs person at the time.
Chavez paid a fine of $." in the o!iee
court, this morning.
John Sallie, an Austrian, pleaded
not guilty to the charge of intoxication in police court this morning. He
was remanded to the city prison to
await the otiicer who made the arrest.

Selwyn A. Frisiie.
The remains of St lwyu A. Frlsbie,
who died at his residence in this city,
.Sunday, from tuberculosis,
will lie
shipped tonight to Topeka, Kan., from
which point they will be transported
overland to the young man's former
home at Grantville, Kan., where the
interment will take place. Tin"" deceased's uncle, George Frisbie, lias
arrived in the city and will accompany the remains.

WALTER GARNER SURPRISED
WITH DELIGHTFUL PARTY.
Last evening, about thirty friends
and neighbors gave a surprise party
to Walter Garner, who resides in the
valley about five miles below town.
Mr. Gamer had made his boast that
he could not be surprised; but when
bis wife and mother termed an alliance with the neighbors, he was,
naturally, as easily surprised as any
one could wish. He had no idea of
what was aUmt to happen till he
saw the neighbors riding up to the

NEW

j

HIDE HOUSE HAS
BEEN OPENED

HERE. door.
The guests arrived a little,
Thomas Finnigan & Co., or New N p. in., anil tarried till 2 a. m. before
The
York ciy. have opened up a new hide evening was enlivened
with music,
establishment in this city. The ware- both vocal and instrumental, anil a
house of the new concern is located very pleasant time was had.
The
on First street, in the old S. Gruns-fel- ladies of the household had provided
building. The firm is a branch an abundance of appetizing refreshof a big company doing business in ments, of which the guests partook
several of tho large cities throughout with great satisfaction.
Among those present were Messrs.
the United States.
and Mesdames Swan, Ixuidon. Hill,
Mr. CovcrdiTlo has sixty winter Kelly, Fletcher; Mesdames Walwork,
bats that will 1' sold this week, with- Sweeney and Wilson; Messrs.
on
out fail, the sale
Jucobson, Houston. Ilollen-ge- r
and Carlos Hill of Isleta.
d
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VtRY

SUCCESSFUL

By

TRIP MEMBERSHIP

Hon. Henlguo Romero, senior member of the Komero Drug company,
doing business on South First street,
has returned from a very successful
selling trip through Arizona, southern
New Mexico, and certain sections of
the states of Sonora and Cblhuhua,
Mexico.

"While in Arizona," said Mr. Romero. "I took considerable pains to
ascertain the reasons of the reports
that a majority of the people of that
territory were against Joint statehood,
and I found the reports greatly mag- nmeu. While It is true that there
are many in Arizona opposed to
jointure with New Mexico, I held
conversations with certain prominent
people who convinced me beyond any
reasonable doubt that there are also
many people in that territory who
are In favor of Jointure. The great.
opposition to Jointure in Arizona
comes from the democratic bosses
and office holders, because they real
ize tnat lr the Hamilton bill Incomes
a law, their 'soft jobs and occupa
tions' would be a thing of the past, as
the great state would undoubtedly be
republican, and in state affairs they
would be absolutely unknown, while
in only a few counties and local communities would
these democratic
bosses be known of at all."
, "Didn't
you find some republicans
in Arizona, like some in New Mexico, against
was
Joint statehood."
asked Mr. Romero.
"Oh, yes; but not so many. Arizona is a democratic territory the
big politicians there are democrats,
and they can see the handwriting on
the wall should the president's recommendations be endorsed and the
Hamilton bill be enacted Into a law."
Mr. Romero reports the country
through which he traveled
look'ng
fine and the people enjoying the
of
fruits
prosperity. The grazing lands
aro covered with But Pit ions grass; the
water holes full of good wuterand In
consequence the cattle and sheep are
roiling fat.
"Over" in Sonora and Chihuahua,"
continued the gentleman, "I found
much American capita, and the mining Industry on the boom, A number of mines are being developed, and
thousands of poor people of the republic find employment at tho smelters and extensive milling planls."
Mr. Romero met with great success
in . introducing
his
manufacture,
known as "Ia Sanadora." It is recommended
to
cure
rheumatism,
sprains, contusions, scratches, headache, soro throat, coughs, stings of
insects and reptiles bites, contraction
of muscles and tendons, stiff joints,
pain in the breast and back, lumbago,
kidney trouble, neuralgia, toothache,
sore nipples, burns, .earache, catarrh,
fever, chills, colics, cholera, piles,
pain in the gums, itching, and all
painful afflictions.

x
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SOCIAL GATHERINGS

u

Mineral lodge No, 4, Knights ot
Pythias, .met yesterday evening at 8
o'clock in their lodge rooms.
The regular meeting of the I.. O.
T. M., Alamo Hive, was held this afternoon at 2:2U o'clock in Odd Fellows' hall.

The ladles of the German Lutheran
church will meet tomorrow afternoon
at the church parlors. All members
are requested to be present.
O

a Woman.
CAUSES

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

Stolen Property
TROUBLE

WILL SERVE SIXTY

DAYS

Albert, Faber

JAIL

IN

The sequel to the trouble between
Jose A. Pino Is an habitual sneak
Mrs. S. P. Watts and K. Charles Penthief, ascording to the Albuquerque
man, all colored, was heard In the police. Ho makes a livelihood, the
police court this morning, when Pen- officers say, by taking things other
man, who was arrested by Mrs. than his own, and which ho disposes

Watts, charged with disorderely conduct, had a hearing.
The testimony showed that Mrs.
Watts and the defendant both attended the Mt. Olive Baptist church,
a colored temple of worship.
It would appear that Penmau objected to Mrs. Watts' connection with
the church, and Sunday evening, at
ttio conclusion or tho services, he
met her on the street and informed
tho woman that she did not hold a
membership in the congregation, to
which Mrs. Watts replied that Penman was a liar. This aroused
's
wrcth and according to the
complainant, he waxed warm and said
she was the scum of the earth, was
nothing or never was nothing, unit
threatened to strike her.
Judge Crawford held that Mrs.
Watts had no business to call Penman a liar, in so doing she was as
much to blame for what happened as
the defendant himself, and that tho
whole case was one that should have
been settled elsewhere than in tho
police court, whereupon he discharged Penman. And thus ended the
matter as far as the court was concerned. From the Indignant manner
in which Mrs. Watts recefved the decision of the police magistrate, thero
is ;i strong probability of hostilities
Kiitinued only in a manner not
in strict accordance with municipal
or territorial laws.
Pen-Man-

g

BOARD OF EDUCATION
MET LAST

EVENING

PETITION

TO CONGRESS
FOR
BOND
ACCEPTANCE CONSIDERED AMONG OTHER MATTERS.

of at "fences'1 unknown to the authorities.
,
Pino lives at Socorro, but visits
very
city
frequently,
this
his arrival always being followed bv com
plaints from several sections of petty
thefts from several sections of petty
hiding place on the rtyer somewhere,
which, if it cotild be hicated, would
reveal a warehouse of stolen property.
About two months ago, William
Farr, the South Second street meat
dealer, had a couple of bridles and
fonie saddle blankets stolen from his
barn. That day the Farr children
saw Pino emerge from tho yard
carrying a bag. They asked him what
It contained, but ho replied nothing.
Pino then disappeared, presumably to
his hiding place. Yesterday
Mr.
Farr saw the old fellow hobble past
the market. He called him in, asked
him to wait a moment, and then
called up his house on tho telephone,
for the purpose of bringing one ot his
children to the store to Identify Fino.
When the old thief heard Mr. Farr
at the 'phone, he took to his legs, and
ajthough an apparent cripple, was
striding down' the line at a lively
pace, when Mr. Farr took after him,
and succeeded in capturing Pino. He
was then turned over to the police.
It was learned, not long afterwards,
that last Sunday Pino entered the
room of Wallace Berger at Conroy's
grocery store, and was making off
with a suit of clothes belonging to
Berger, when the owner of the gar-- ;
ments discovered the thief, gavej
chase, and captured him in an alley
with the "goods on."
This morning, in police court, Berger appeared against Pino. He was
convicted and sentenced to serve
sixty days in the county jail. Chler
McMillin ffays that Pino has been
committing pettv thefts nil over the
city.

The board i.f edticaticn mel In regular session last evening, when a
score or more of vital matters were
discussed at considerable length. A
large batch of bills were read, approved and ordered paid out of their
rosptctive funds.
It was made known that Miss Helen
Rodey. a teaser in the Fourth ward,
and Miss Milly Kaplan, a teacher in
the Third ward, had completed a year
of service, and their salaries were ac
cordingly ordered increased.
The committee appointed to ascertain whether the city curffw bell
could bo transferred to Central high
school, reported that It was at woiiv
on the matter and that the city coun
cil would soon take some action.
The board authorized the renting ot
the Elks' opera house for two nights'
tliis year during commencement week
and that class day exercises be held
in the play house. Committees were
appointed to secure speakers
fori
commencement and one to make the' 0
baccalaureate address.
Tho petition for the board of educa-tion which is about completed, and! 1
that is to be nresented to cnncrefisi
was the subject of careful considera- 9
tion. Its object is to .secure the pass- 9
age of a law whereby the municipal- 0
ity will be empowered to except the
present 4 per cent lxmd limit for 0
school purposes to the extent of 2
per cent. Under the present law Albuquerque can only Issue bonds for
school purposes to the extent of 4
per cent of the Total taxable valuation. A margin of but $2H,000 under
this law Is allowed, an amount whollv
insufficient to build the schools and
make the improvements
necessary
to accomodate the 5ui) new pupils
who will enter the city schools at 0
the beginning of the new term.
s
will then be asked to pave the
way so bonds up to ti per cent of the 0
taxable valuation can be issued.

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

We carry a complete stock of
motors for alternating and direo
currents.
HOUSE WIRING

Fixtures

Southwestern
Electric &
I0H.-P- .

Construction

E. Induction Motor

Co.

Second Street.
Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine,

Works

R. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; Shaftiin
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Colurfns and Iron Front tot
Buildings.
.njLtLi'
Repair on Mining and Mill Machinery a tpeclalty
Foundry east wide of railroad track.
Allaqverqae. H. X.

J
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The St. Elmo

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

IOSEPH BARNETT, Ptop'r.

SAMPLE

A NO
CLUB ROOMS

t 20 West Railroad Avenue

FOR

BUSINESS

6.

216 8outh

MOI1KHN MKTJIODK
PROGRESSIVE

SPECIALTY.

A

Electric, Gas & Combination

O

MEN

MELINI & EAKIN,

Loose-Lea- f
methods are
modern. Sheets ruled to
suit your special needs.
Binders of all sizes made
to order. All the work
done in our own shop.

O

Wholesale liquor and

O
Ciar

O
Dealers

'oe Yellowstone and

jclu?'VeTA?,en,9o

O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet A
Seal Champagne. St, Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners nd distributors

of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom. Ill South First
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexloo.

U.S. Lithgow&Co.
UOOK11INDERS

SERVES HIM RIGHT.

a man insists on smoking a "rope"
when good cigars aro obtainable at
small cost no punishment is too severe
to bo meted out to him. Placate
angry wives by smoking only WHITE
LILY CIGARS.
Their aroma will
Hootho tho nerves of even the most
unquiet woman. Five cents the one,
$2 per box' of fifty.
ijfilUB
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EVEHY
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"KNOCK"
IS A

A.

t "BOOST."

113!a

J.

WEST

RICHARDS
RAILROAD AVENUE,

t

UNCLE

IN BREAD

The Fraternal Brotherhood met yesterday evening at the lodge rooms In
Klks' hall, at which time work In tho
"old gold" degree was accomplished,
after which the members entertained.
O
A meeting of tho Home Mission so GOOD GOVFRftMENT
Lf AGUE
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ciety of the Highland
Methodist
SALE FEED AND TRANSLIVERY,
NEW
ELECTS
OFFICERS
church, was held this afternoon at 3
FER STABLES
o'clock at the iionic of Mrs. Hart, ito.'l
bought and ei
err ECTS A RE0RGANI2A-- i Horses and Mules
Slate avenue, corner of Keleher avechangeu.
TION
SEVERAL
SPEECHES BEST TURNOUTS
nue.
I.V THE CITY
MADE ON GOOD GOVERNMENT.
Second street, between Railroad and
The
Benevolent SoCopper avenues.
The flood Government league met
ciety will meet tomorrow afternoon,
tit 2:20, in the
office of Attorney last evening at 7:30 o'clock, in Bed
Frank W. Clancy, In the N. T. Arniijo Men's hall, on West Gold avenue, and
building. All members are requeateil in addition to electing oliicers for
the ensuing term, eff. led a leor..
to be in attendance.
ganization of the lcamie. Following
O
The regular monthly business meet- are the names of the din"' rent otlleerS
One Night Only
ing of S. John's Guild will be held at elected:
Guild
at
the
hall
2:30 o'clock sharp,
President,.). F. Sui.er.
FRIDAY, MARCH 9
tomorrow afternoon. Litany will be
Vice President
John S. Beavcii
p.
m. On
said at the church at
Secretary A. B. Stro'ip.
this account members of the Guild are
Treasurer Otto Dieckniann.
urged to be present at the business
At the close of the tein ral
PATTEN AND PERRY
meeting.
a special session was h"! a- which
lime an executive eomnjii'ee, consistIN
ing of sevf n members, was selected
MILLINERY
fioin the general comini't.e of twenty,
who bad previously been elected by
):i Maiili 1, Mrs. 1). 1). Cnverdalt!
t;uliot.
look over her old millinery store on
During the course of the evening.
Gold avenue, Mrs. Breen retiring. Mbs.
President Sulztr made a lengthy adI.. It. Shoemaker has been placed in dress
the politic! features
charge of ihe trimming department, of the covering
city, county si n
territory.
and during Mrs. Covtrdale'g Illness Itabbl Jacob II.
Kaplan, upon request
will conduct the business, selling on from
the
chair,
addressed tho gather
Thursday of thin week all the tall ana tng on
win'er hats in stock, at prices set by ment." the subject ol "ilnod GovernMrs. t'ovcrdale prothe purchaser.
A
discission was then Inposes to sell all old hats in stock this dulgedgeneral
in,
t
a
new
week, in preparation for
stock, spring and and plans for he coming
campaiyr.s
fall
were diswhich has bei n purchased. The for- cussed,
mal spring ojH'ning will be announced journed. after which the meeting adlater.
farce comedy and
A roatuii;
GARBAGE CANS.
attraction,
introducing
I.earnurd & Lindemann are pnttiuu
FOR GOOD, 8TRONG
CANS AT
many new features.
In a new cement sidewalk in front of LOWEST
PRICES PHONE OR CALL A '!!' ri
riiifornied Concert Band
their place of liusin ss n West Gold ON ALBUQUERQUE
HARDWARE
and Orchestra.
avenue.
CO

Is
is

Con-grifc-

ELKS' THEATRE

i

I'

20-Peo-

est anil .Cheapest

20

pIe

Scenery
Watch for Street Parade. .
"
and It; Chlldrcu liJo
l'rlee:
Seats on a'.- - at Mat mhi's Tuesday,
All .Special

March

'.,

at ')

'.oi k.

M. BERGER,

hA

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB
OLD

AUSTRIAN

:

CATHEDRAL
BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery
BORRADAILE

Fl ROM

;

t.

0

JERRY

inii-ic-

Mil

Wholesale Agent,'
114 West Copper Ave.

-

vaud-'Vill-

A

the most important of all; that T
the selection of proper flour. J

I

kcm-Mo-

KERRY

MAKING.

There is no difficulty about thhi If X
EmpreBs Hour is chosen. It ia so
good and makes such sweet, white S
and nutritious bread as to be nn- - X
surpassed by any milled. The beet S
bread makers use it for that Tery
.
reason.

inu

--

Z

THE FIRST LESSON

JOHNNY."

I

& CO.,

117 Gold Avenue

0K00000000
00000C0000
DANGERS OF THE DARK
BURGLARS!

Telephone the Police
FIREI
Telephone the Fire
Department.
ILLINESS!
Telephone t!ie Doctor.

Tho Telephone is a
ready messenger
IT NEVER TIRES!
Tho Telephone is an
alert watchman
IT NEVER SLEEPS!

YOU NEED A PHONE IN YOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
00-O0-

000000O0tO0ii

Subscribe for tbe Citizen andGettbe News
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on't L&fi Your Merchant Give You Mwy
Other Flow (Except Gold Com Flour

Sport

PROBtfE

Afler a iwoyear trial of Jin Jltsu will probably wlhh they had nonie of
will Ik- - dropped nt the Annapolis that heat when they Jump back to
tho north for the opening game with
naval academy.
the Philadelphia Americans the last
out"hilly Maloney, the.
of tills month.
fielder traded by the ChlcBRO Cubs
Kred Cooley, O'Brien's
to Brooklyn. Is holding out for more
sparring partner, has taken to the
money.
stage. He does a short boxing stunt,
Nearly 2fo horses are already in gives a free recipe on how to be a
quarters at BennlnRS track, altliotiKh lighter and closes with a burst of firethe racing season rt N's not open there works about wanting to fight O'Brien
for the heavyweight championship.
iintl' Miidi 26.
The New York Giants are doing
li.'tnr.t fans think Jack Warner Is
Ihe best catcher that town has seen their preliminary training at Memphis
since the days when Charlie Dennett and the town is baseball dippy over
having the world's champions in their
was in his prime.
"midst." The champs have done little
O
Is iZ years old and except toss the ball around, but will
hopes to play baseball eight years soon get down to the hard knocks of
By that time he expects to training.
lner.
O
have enough money to pay off the
Al Umcrtck, at one time an aspirant
national debt or set Ireland free.
for too world's heavyweight champion.loekey Ratke Is a tricky little fel- ship, was probably totally blinded by
low, his mast persistent violation of acid In Buffalo the other night. He Is
rules helot; an attempt to beat the the foreman at. the Gould coupling
barrier. He has been set down for a works, where a strike Is on, aud it is
week at Hot Springs for indulging In thought one of tho strikers threw the
acid in his face.
thin tendencv.
Ci
Connie Mack has two promising asThe bowlers of the country that is,
tile real experts are preparing to In- pirants for Lave Cross' old position
vade jjoulsville, where the national at third base. One Is Knight, a lanky
tournament begins March 17, and con- school boy, who played several games
tinues for ten days. About 300 clubs wi h the Athletics and made good, and
the other Is Oldring. a youngster,
will be. represented.
who has ha4 no big league experience,
8. M. Williams, who was forced to but is said to be something of a
leave the Oakland track, has shipped wonder.
two carloads of horses to Hot Springs.
It looks as though the Olympic
He. apparently does not thluk the ac
furnish
tion of the California Jockey club will Fames at Athens will merely
a pretext for a lot of second-rataffect his standing at Vapor City.
American athletes to go on a pleasure
a
Abe A Hell, the American champion Jaunt. It. Is palpable that the best
lantam, and Joe Bowker.
men are not being sent and that Amer
Knglisn
. the
.. .
-- U . ,
Ml
nKownt...
lea's representative athletes have been
IUUUU9 UU
.'Hiujinm, Will
Uftul
for the National Sporting club, of Ignored by the committee that made
ixmdon. on the night of May 28, for a the selection. Among those who will
purse of 2,500 1,500 to the winner.
not be present when King Oeerge
n
gives the word to begin are: Melvin
President Johnson, who denied that Sheppard, America's swiftest mile and
e
forsak-he would
Chicago for New a quarter runner; Martin Sheridan,
York-- , has decided to remove his headchampion and wonder with
quarters from tBe Windy City to Goth the discus; Ralph Rose, greatest
am, n. uuuim in uotieuuu circles m
weight thrower In America,
almost the equivalent to sn affirm- holder of tho world's record with
ation.
shot, 38 feet i Inches; Wesley Coe, holder of the world's record
was
sure
defeatso
Marvin Hart
of
shot, 49 feet, 6 Inches.
ing Tommy Burns that ho insisted with
on the purse being split 70 and 30 per The athletes who are going to make
the trip will probably have a good
cent. Hart drew the small end of the time,
but they will hardly land any
purse. $750, while Burns got $1,660.
records
for America.
a
heavyweight championship affair
As
it was a Joke.
BABY ACCIDENTALLY
O
SWALLOWS A NICKEL.
A negro welterweight
who calls
baby of Mr.
Norman, tne
himself Joe Walcott is coming to visit
us from Australia. If he travels on and Mrs. R. H. Pierce of Alamogordo,
the name of the Barbadocs demon in accidentally swallowed a nlckle, the
this country he will have to fight at coin lodging In the child's throat. It
the top notch. Walcott is a name to was found necessary to take the child
to an
machine in order to locate
conjure with in the ring.
piece and the
and dislodge the
o
The Philadelphia Nationals,
who are parents took the little fellow to El
,
training at Savannah,
are com Paso, where the work of dislodging
plaining that the heat is so severe the nlckle was soon done by the aid
it Interferes with their training. They of au X ray machine.
1t
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COURT

Probate Judge Jesus Romero held
probate court yesterday. Several mitt-tiir- s
received attention, as follows:
In the mutter of Jte Bcdaraero
against the estate of Pablita C. de
Badaraceo, deceased, his wife, for account against the suld estate for the
equivalent of the sum expended for
funeral expenses, etc., and which sum
the execmorg demurred in paying, the
account was approved by the courj.
The appointment by Clerk Walker
of Mrs. Ida L. Plununer as deputy,
was approved.
The hearing of the will of Florence
Anderson was continued until March

administrator filed a bond of $1,800,
which was approved.
The court adjourned to March 14.

ANOTHER NEBRASKA TOWN HIT
HARD BY RATE DISCRIMINATION

Doctors Are Puzzled.
The reniarkablo recovery of Kenneth
Mclvor of Vnnceboro, Me., Is the subject of much Interest to the medical
fraternity and a wide circle of friends. COLUMBUS
INDUSTRIES
CAN'T
He says of his case: "Owing to severe
COMPETE
WITH
THE
EAST
coninflammation of the throat and
EVEN IN THEIR OWN TERRIgestion of the lungs, threo doctors
TORY.
gave me up to dlo, when, ns a last resort. I was Induced to try Dr. King's
New Discovery and I am happy to say,
Columbus, Neb., March 6. This Is'
worst one cf several Nebraska
it saVed my life." Cures tho tonslll-tlstowns which
,
coughs and colds, bronchitis,
weak lungs, hoarseness and la have suffered heavily from rate
by railroads.
grippe- - Guaranteed at all drug stores.
Trial lucttlo free.
50c and $1.00.
Several years ago' Columbus had a
It.
packing house, hut the plant wa?
JONES AND HIS NEW
mo will of "juanSalazar y Otero
GAS PLANT AT ROSWELL. compelled to close because Chicago,
'
was presented for probate, and MonJ. A. Jones, manager or The Citizen Kansas City and Omaha could ship
day, May 7, was the date set for the Gas.
Light, Fuel and Power company, dressed meats right through Columhearing of tho same.
left this morning Tor Denver and be- bus and undersell It at points west.
The account of David J. Metzgar fore leaving said to the Roswell Rec- There was no market found to the
against the estate of Carlos P. San- ord:
east The plant was dismantled, and
chez, deceased, In the sum of $145.45,
"I am going to close up the financial today there Is nothing left to mark
was allowed.
deal that, will enable me to proceed what promised to be a flourishing inThe final report of Samuel C. Jack- with the work on the gas plant. I dustry except the foundation of the
son, administrator of the estate of F. have assurances that the deai is in building.
and shape to be closed now and I expect
H. Twist, deceased,' was filed,
R. S. Dickinson, mayor of Columbus,
Monday, May 7, was set for the hear-- . to return next Tuesday with my fam- says :
'
Ing of the same.
and remain permanently In Rosj ily
"For years this city has been absonext week it lutely at the mercy of the railroad.
The report of G. C. Borradalle, ad- well. When I return
ministrator of the estate of Rebecca will be to finish the gas plant and get We have had conferences with Its
Borradalle, deceased, was approved. It in shape for furnishing the people officials, looking to a betterment of
conditions, but to no avail.
The final report of P. Garcia, admin-- . of this city light and heat."
"The railroad people simply say
istrator or the estate of Abellna Vigil
by Savages.
Torture
they can do no lctter for us, but give
do Bares, deceased, was filed and
"Speaking
which
torture
to
of
the
no explanation why they can't do
Monday, May 7, was set for the hear-- ' some or
tho savage tribes In the Phil- better."
lng.
ippines subject their captives, reminds
Unfair to Flour.
The hearing of the will of tho late
ot the intense suffering I endured
Minnesota flour mills can sell flour
George Walter was continued until nie
inflammation
from
for
months
three
to towns in this territory cheaper than
Monday, April 2. The report of Otto or
the kidneys," says W. M. SherDieckniann and Norman Kemmerer, man of Cushlng, Me. "Nothing helped the two Columbus mills. 'The mills
administrators of the estate of the me until I tried Electric Bitters, three of Columbus, for instance. In shipping
late Robert Hauschlld, was approved bottles of which completely cured me,' flour to Madison or Norfolk, must
pay the same rate as paid by the
by the court.
j
Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia, blood
Judge Romero approved the ac-- ' disorders and malaria; and restores Omaha millers the Omaha rate apcounts of The Evening Citizen and the weak and nervous to robust health plies to all points west. Intermediate
being refused a local ram.
taxes for 1905 in the amounts ot Guaranteed by all druggists.
Price points
j
The only explanation given by the
$5 and $10.50 respectively.
50c.
railroads Is that It is a blanket rate.
The petition of Mary Hartman, askOn a bale of sacks from St. Louis
ing to be appointed administratrix of PRAIRIE FIRE THOUGHT
de-- ,
TO BE EXTINGUISHED. to Council Bluffs the rate is 62 cents,
the estate of Philip Hartman,
ceased, was approved, and the adminJ. P. White, of the U F. D. ranch- while from Omaha to Columbus the
istratrix filed a bond in the sum of ing outfit, received a message from rate Is 27 cents, which shows that
is given no transit rate.
$ti)0, which was approved.
their manager stating that they had Columbus
The rate on corn from Columbus to
The final report of E. E. Bliss, ad- saved 200 sections out of their big
ministrate r of the estate of A. G. range in the Panhandle, which, as re- Omaha Is 10 cents, while the rate on
Queenzer, deceased, was filed, and lated In the Roswell Record, had Buf the same grain from Omaha to BaltiMonday, May 7, was set for the hear- fered from prairie fire, and that the more has been as low as 18 cents.
The rate from here to Denver on
j
ing,
grass saved was In the center of the
The will or Pilar Vigil, deceased,' range. There Is some grass in all ol flour is 30 cents; the rate' from Omaha
was presented for probate and set for, their pastures except two, which were to Denver, notwithstanding the fact
Columbus Is 91 miles nearer to
hearing on May 7.
burned off clean. The fire Is now that
Denver than Omaha Is.
The will of Joseph Sanchez de Vigil thought to be extinguished.
Columbus pays $4.50 a ton on coal
was presented for probate, proving
...ock Springs, Wyo., while Omaset for May 7.
It will not cost you a cent to try froni
ha gets It at from $1 to $1.50 a ton
The petition that a Scottish rite Chamberlain's
Stomach and Uver cheaper.
The same coal is laid down
ring, bequeathed to Sydney E. Abel Tablets, and they are excellent for
Grand Island at from $3.50 to $4
by the late David J. Abel, be delivered, stomach
troubles and constipation. at
was approved, and the ring will be Get a free sample at any drug store. per ton.
On sugar the rate from San Franto
duly delivered by the executors
A Chicago physician declares the cisco to Columbus is 91 cents, as
Mr. Abel.
The petition of Melqulades Chaves, human race Is going blind. And after against 75 cents to Omaha. The rail,
asking to be appointed administra- all Tom I,awson, Link Steffens and road explains to shippers here that
tor of the estate of the late Emilia Ida Tarbcil have done to make' us see they have to charge the Omaha rate
and then the local rate back from
Chaves de Armijo, was approved. The things?

IN

YOU
Saw THE Residence Sections?

SayDid

$i4 Up, Yotn

Omaha
cents.

which

Is

16

" 'Why?' I asked him.
" 'Because,' said he, 'that would be

treating Omaha unfair and in violaA Coal Incident.
George Falrchieds, a coal and grain tion of our agreement with the Interdealer, said: "I was told by A. H. state commerce commission.'
Doane, manager of the Union Pacific
"I ordered the coal, but had to pay
Coal company, when I called on him the $4.50 rate.
In Omaha to make complaint against
"We can hope for no relief unless
the rate discriminations, that the rea- congress takes the matter tin ana
son Omaha got a cheaper rate was be- forces the railroads to give us a fightcause she ordered coal In ten-ca- r
lots. ing chance for existence."
"I came bnck to Columbus, made up1 Aits & Cuito, wholesale grocers
orders for ten cars of Rock Spring! here, declared the only way they could
coal, called on Mr. Doane again and make a littlo profit on goods was by
told him to ship me ten cars at the doing all the work themselves, the
Omaha rate.
rate furnished eastern aud western
"'Not on your life. I can do noth- wholesalers being cheaper than those'
j given
ing of the kind,' said Mr. Doane.
them to nearby points.
NEW MEXICO BRIDE
INTERESTS NEW YORK.
A New York dispatch says:
A wedding that has attracted attention here
s
was the union or Miss Florence
of New Mexico to Frederick
Elliott Lewis, the son of Percy Pyne
Lewis of 45 West 35th street. The
ceremony was performed at Carlsbad,
Eddy county, a short time ago.
A

Hut-chin-

Always Keeps Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy in His House.
"We would not be without Chamber-Iain'- s
Cough Remedy. It is kept on
hand continually in our home," says
W. W. Kearney, editor of the Independent, Lowry City, Mo. That Is
just what every family should do.
When kept at hand ready for Instant
use, a cold may be checked at the out-so- t
and cured In much less time than
after It has become settled In the
system. This remedy is also without
a peer for croup in children, and will
prevent the attack when given as soon
as the child becomes hoarse, or eveu
atter the croupy cough appears, which
can ,c,nly bo done when the remedy is
kept at hand. For sale by all druggists.
o

Try a Citizen want ad.

HAVE MOVED FROM
ROSWELL TO KANSAS CITY.
Mrs. Fred W. Rankin
and four
children and sister. Mrs. H. Wilcox,

left this morning for Kansas City,
o
Mo., where tiiey will make their
home. Mr. Rankin left via the
automobile route Sunday for Albuquerque and will go from there to
Kansas City to join his family. The
Rankins were residents of Roswell for
seven years and during that time
made numerous friends. Mr. Rankin
was connected with tne Diamond Ice
company and until recently owned the
U. S. meat market. Mr. Wilcox had
resided In Roswell since last November. Roswell Record.
Afflicted With Rheumatism.
"I was and am yet. afflicted with
rheumatism," says Mr. J. C. Bayne,

editor of the Herald, Addington, Indian Territory, "but thanks to Chamberlain's Pain Balm am able once
more to attend to business. It is the
best of liniments." If troubled with
rheumatism give Pain Balm a trial
and you are certain to be more than,
pleased with the prompt relief it affords. One application relieves the
pain. For sale by all druggists.

a

Yqw Go Doweh
Tal&e

Home-BEilde- rS

to Columbus,

or Up?

Notice Yovi Investors

that Albupuerque is a city; a steady, rapidly growing CITY Do you know the critical' stage
long passed; that no matter where or how this Territory may develop, Albuquerque
demands her toll; that she is IT

DO you realize

Tf JIB KI.SJB.tlW Mt

ffWMIM

DO you know we own the "CAPITOL HILL OF ALBUQUERQUE?"
That we possess the limited supply of what, from this time forth, MUST be in
much demand? That we, and we only, have THE HEIGHTS THE SLOPE
THE VIEW? That, in one compact tract, only eight blocks from the heart of
the city, we hold over fifty blocks to be devoted to residence purposes excluetc? That
sivelyNo Factoreis, No Stores, No Saloons, No Boarding-housewe own our own water plant and will furnish you water, piped to your property
line, at a price guaranteed to be less than the present rates? That we have established two large parks, and, at our expense, will build the cement walks
and line the streets with trees? v
s,

--

JUST SIXTY SimS

We Flow Offer Building Sites,

73BTKM

I,

You Men Who Dream of Money

is

Again, You Conservative Speculators

that Silver Avenue and the adjacent blocks comprise the
CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION? That, beginning at one park, and
DO you know

ending at another, it will also be parked on both sides throughout its length?
is drawn beyond which no dwelling may
That, on this street, a building-lin- e
project? That, though no time limit is imposed, yet here no residence, when
constructed, shall cost less than $4000? That these excluding clauses follow in
all deeds and assure to the purchaser and his heirs, for all time to come, his
home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such

M

THIS A WEMUEk

Think you Ambitious Mam
100132 Feet, 1000 to $1200!
V&ill
to

be Glad
Borrow If Neccessary; But Buy! Wait, and Someone
Your Price! We Hold Not All the Best, but the Best of All!

Treble

27

Company
ImprovementSelling
The Terrace Addition
Agent
M. P. 52 MM, Secretary and
A

MOTBBttllllMlW

IMUPWI
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Clinton J. Cranilall. superintendent
or the Indian school at Santa KV, and
also for the northirn Pueblo Indians, submits the. following census
figures for each village under his Jurisdiction:
San J nan. 419 inhabitants, of whom
li.ttt-A..1"3 urn
.v... ..
"
jiwT--" v rhitilr.tn
iiif uCH Ul
and IS, Sit attending the industrial
I,
school at Santa. Kn it otti.n.iin
ci
Catherine's Industrial school at Santa!
Ke, fio are In the day school, onr Is mi
anomer school, and 2,1 do not attend
i

J.
Both Phone
Sole

Agen--

t

D. EMMONS.
'

Cor. Coal

I

nd Second

for Hoosier Kitcnen
Cabinet

nnv
THIS CHANGE
CURE

u

TO

J-

SE-

BARGAINS IN

HARNESS

SADDLES
BRIDLES

school.

Pojoaque, 12 inhabitants, of whom
3 are children between the ages
of ti
and 18 years, who a tend S:. Catherine's school.
Picurls. 101 Inhabitants, of whom 29
are of school age, 12 attending the
Santa Fe school and 17 the day school.
Santa Clara. 2C.9 inhabitants,
of
whom 81 are of school age, 28 of them
attending the Santa Fe school, 6 St.
Catherine's, 31 the day school, 3
other schools, and 13 da not attend
school.
Tesuquo, 90 Inhabitants, of whom
39 are of school age. 23 attending St.
a Catherine's and 16 not attending any

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All Kind

of Freeh and Salt Msats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT,
MasoDlo Building, Norm Third Street.

Thos.

r.

Wholesale Grocers

Kclchcr

OILS,

VARNISHE3 AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness, Baddies,
Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
metto Roof Taint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Caah paid for Hides and
Pelts.
W9 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE
Established In 1882

ERN INDIAN PUEBLOS

i

s

Meat Market
PAINTS,

SANTO DOMINGO VALLEY 13 THE
LARGEST AND JEMEZ IS THE
NEXT IN SIZE.

e Seen in our L.anci
Is replete with all that is
new nmi original
in iwhikh b""
Colors of Carpets and Rugs.
We also carry a large line of sain-nlcand ran linve any sl.e Uu?s
u
mailt' on shore notice.
n-'-

FLWR
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THIRD STHEET

CENSUS OF NORTH-

I

The First Rose of Summer

EVENING CITIZEN.

No other legitii
Harness
proposition on earth will guar
antee you such big profits.
If you buy bonda, or put your
money in Savings Banks, you

r. C.

PRATT

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

CO.

&

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees. Im
boden's Granite Flour.

can get at the most only 4 per
cent.
IF YOU DEPOSIT YOUR
MONEY
WITH US, YOU
GET 12 PERCENTON
EVERY DOLLAR.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking.
W
hare added 'to
already well equipped lanndery a machine wKh which we can our
handle

creamery Dutter

HUUboro

Best on
Earth.
Orders Solicited!
Free Delivery.
214 South second Street.

We do not deal in stocks or
speculate in any way. Our in
vestments are sound and secure.
Your money is absolutely safe.
In dealing with us you do
business with a regularly incorporated company.
BANK REFERENCES.
Mention this paper and write
today for complete information.

woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them the
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring tbem to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

"Red Wagons"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

B. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE, REAb

or

BACK

ESTAT-E-

NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Auiumauc leiepnona, 174.

DON'T StZND

A.D. JOHNSON

o.

P.

A WA Y

for your vehicles and harness wien

LOS ANGELES CITY REALTY CO.

you can buy them at home ami
what you are getting, and we
right here to stand by them.

(16 Pay Bulletins

Los Ancelas, California

se
are

LAP ROBES

Jemez. 519 inhabitants, of whom 132
are of school age, lt attending the
AND ETC.
Santa Fe school, 12 St. Catherine's.
M3R the day school and 68 not attend- M
ing school
ARBOR DAY SET
Nambe, 102 Inhabitants, of whom
We arc offering some very s pedal prices on this line of goods
35 are of school age, 5 attending the
FOR MARCH 30
out prices before you buy.
M
and it will certainly pay you to
Santa Fe school, 10 St. Catherine's,
ot
M 16 the day school and 4 are out
M
IN ACCORDANCE
CO.
WITH PROCLA-MATIOschool.
San Ilderonso. 162 Inhabitaats,
ISSUED LAST SATURot
whom 45 are of school age. 1 attends
DAY BY GOVERNOR
the Santa Fe school, 12 St. Catherthe Limited, and other long trains, ine's, 23 the day school and 9 are out
that make the fast lime, but engines of school.
Governor Herbert J. Hagernian last
Cochiti, 223 inhabitants, of whom 60 Saturday Issued the following proclaof a smaller type. For instance, out
of Kansas City, the Santa Fe's fast are of school age, 14 nttending
the.mation
mail train into Kansas is pulled by Santa Fe school, 4 St. Catherine's, 2C,To the ieope of the Territory or New
The young son of Engineer A. Ray-no- r two of the most graceful medium en- the day school and 16 being out of
Mexico:
I
in accordance with the established
of Needles, fell from a cottonwood gines that are seen in the Union de- "chool.
Santo Domingo, 900 inhabitants, of custom and by virtue of the laws of
tree ,at his home, the other day, pot. They are light machines, with
drivers, and the speed they whom 307 are of school age, 51 attend the Territory of New Mexico, en-tfracutrlng one arm nnd dislocating
make is not exceeded by any engine
the other.
Santa Fe school and 256 attend acted for that purpose, I hereby des
on the entire system, nor by any en- no school at all.
ignate Kriuay, March 30, lito6, as
Architect C. T. Griffith of the Santa gine running out of Kansas City.
Taos, 4S4 inhabitants, of whom 141 "Arbor Day," and recommend that on
Fe road, with headquarters- in Los These, engines are the Nos. Olfifi and are of school age, 2D attending
tin) that day the people in all parts of the
Angeles, was in Needles last week, 0167, on the fast mall, which leaves hanla Fe school, 2 St. Catherine's, 47 territory, turn aside from
the ordinby
looking over the work being done
Kansas City every morning at 2:20 attending the day school and 72 being ary duties of life and devote
their
Contractor A. W. Anson on the Rec- o'clock. These two little engines, In out of school.
time to the planting of forest, trees
reation building.
the course of a year, will average
Zia, 122 inhabitants, of whom 34 are for the benefit and adornment of pub
Just twice as fast time as do our
and private grounds, places and
Parts of the Santa Fe depot here big compounds on this division, and of schcol age. 6 attending the Santa lic
ways, and in such other efforts, obhave been put through a cleaning they are coddled and petted like Fe school, 2D the day school, 1 an- servances
and exercises as shall be in
and 7 attending no
process, and as a result, the whiteness babies, too. Often you will hear the other school
harmony with the day bo established.
of the outside walls, as compared to engineer of one of these fast mall school.
Total. 3.409 inhabitants, of whom The day above designated shall be a
thpse that have not yet been cleaned. engines say, at the end of a run:
holiday In all public schools of the
is much mure restful to the eyes.
'Well, the little girl kinder sulked, to- J.029 are of school age. Of these, 183 territory, and the county
superinattend
United
the
Industrial
States
night, when we first started, but I school'
at Santa Fe; 81 St. Cather- tendents of the various counties are
HARVEY OFFICIALS
kidded her into good humor, and
hereby
admonished to give notice of
ARE AT EL PASO. well, here we are on time. Good, old ine's sehrol at Santa Fe; 276 the day
schools; 5 other schools, and 4R4 at- this proclamation to the teachers unJ. F. Huckel, manager of the news girl."
der their direction and to use partend no schools at all.
department of the Harvey system, and
ticular care and uttention to proJohn Stein, division superintendent,
OFFICIAL
MATTERS
mote by all proper means at their
JERRY FROM KERRY
are at the St. Regis, having arrived
command the observance of the day
over the Santa. Fe, says the El Paso
by the school children in all sections
Postoffice
Times.
BE
WILL
THE
ATTRACTION
AT
T
the territory. If
postoffice
county.
Gage.
of
day is obLuna
at
'e
for
Paso
in
will
El
be
Mr, Huckel
ELKS' OPERA HOUSE, FRIDAY, served as it should be, the
our homes and
several days and will supervise the has been
MARCH 9.
country
our
will be made more beauinstallation of the furniture for the
Postmaster Appointed.
and this in itself will teach pabig concession in the north end of the
Patten and Perry's high class com- tiful
Albert
has
been
Ambrose
appointed
triotism and make the generation
edy, "Jerry from Kerry," a cyclone of 8K)n
Union station waiting room. It is ex- postmaster at Brice, Otero county.
to assume the duties of citizenpected that the Harvey fixtures for
Luis Valverde has been appointed fun. Is blowing this way. It beats any ship a home loving, country loving
the dining and lunch rooms will arrive postmaster at Puerto de Luna, Guada- circus. So many of our town theater- people; a nation's richest treasure In
goers have done nothing else but talk
in a few days.
lupe county.
time of peace
about its coming on.
Patten and time of war. and best defense in
Perry
have a big company of jolly
No Meeting of Board of Con.rol.
TRIED TO STEAL
Done at
executive office this
There was no meeting of the board maidens, funny comedians, graceful third day of the
March, A. D. 1906.
ENGINE
FE
A SANTA
of control of the irrigation commis- buck and wing dancers,
Witness my hand and the great
sion of New Mexico yesterday,
as siK'cialtiea, bright catchy music, every- seal of the Territory of New Mexico.
thing clean, clever and refined, three
prescribed
by
bequorum
law,
a
not
'drag-BeH. J. HAGBRMAN.
James Lindsay, a farmer, was
acts, constant laughter, brimful
(Seal)
struggling, from the cab of a ing present. The only members in longjolly
of
frolic,
original
music
and
were
E.
attendance
McCarty,
J.
of
GuthBy
passenger
engine, at
tho Governor,
Santa Fo
Two and a half hours of
J. W. RAYNOI.DS,
rie, Okla., the other day, being caught Farmlngton, San Juan county; Ar- comedy.
solid
humor;
goes
everything
a
with
Seligman,
Irrithur
Fe,
Santa
of
and
in
Secretary of New Mexico.
in the act of pulling the throttle,
dash, snap and sparkle, not a dull
an attempt, to start the engine. He gation Engineer I). M. White.
moment
in
pretty
girls
it.
The
with
was placed iu the county Jail, and
LADIES' LEGGINGS.
handsome faces and neatly costumed,
Fish Hatchery for New Mexico.
later, upon beine proven insane, was
In canvas. Cut to fit the foot and
A bill has been favorably reported will be a surprising feature seen in
Norman,
asylum
at
committed to the
Fun for the ankle. S;mon Stern, the Railroad
the house for the establishment of Jerry from Kerry."
frnm
tifh tnwltriltwin io tliil lu'4'n ain fisn
lnughter
girls. Hring Avenue Clothier.
for
hatchery
New
the
the!'"0'8,
Mexico,
in
.lime.
and
released last
With his wife
also, grandma and
ion therefor to be $25,000. tne children;
little son. Lindsay drove in from the Pl,ropriat
NOTICE.
let the wholu family see
farm, and, leaving his family up town.1,"4 ul11 is "kely to pass, as it is in- - grandpa;
If you want your money's worth try
The company also
'lllded in ail Omnibus bill, which Car- this attraction.
n.o.lt. 1,1a u.. n thn .lnnnl uhlfh w:i
15
out
cent
meals. Cordova restaurtheir own superior Concert
crowded with passengers at the time, rit3 .l300,000 for new fish hatcneries carries
Watch for the ant. 315 South First street.
in different parts of tho country.
If Hand and Orcheslra.
where" he attempted to steal the loco
parade. At Klks' Opera House,
followed the nitasure becomes a law the fish street
motive. His brother-in-laFriday night, March Mb.
him and caught him lust as he was hatchery will probably be established
STEAM
CARPET
starting the engine. Upon being drag- - 1)11 ,'he upper Pecos river near Wind
CLEANING 1
A Lively Tussle.
Ked from the cab he stated that he
THORNTON
Tho
with
old
enemy
Cluaner V
race,
of
that
conthe
plow
on
the
engine
with
to
wanted the
Cleans everything.
stipation, often ends Jn appondieltls.
He is the?
THEY
KNOW
IKE.
farm.
To avoid all serious trouble with stomFurniture Man. Movlnz. nick- - V
Ike Swalley of Carrollton, is
ing and shipping, unpacking and
ach, liver and bowels, take Dr Ktner's
at
the
quesshaft,
and
the
ARE STILL STRIVING
setting up, andis no upstart at
tion now discussed is, "When and New Life Pills. They perfectly reel
the business. There is no otFOR NEW ROAD where did lUo learn the trade?" Dell ulate these organs, without pain
herjust Thornton. Both 'phones.
Roy correspondence. Carrollton (O.) uiavuiuiori. -- oc at an arug stores.
737 South Walter Street.
Republican.
Try a Citizen want ad.
Or. W. II. Burr, surgeon for the
Santa Fe at Gallup, who arrived in
the city yesterday, with the injured
in the wreck of No. 1, near that city,
in conversation with a representative
of The Evening Citizen stated that
the citizens of Gallup were doing all
in their power to secure the main line
of the Arizona & Colorado railroad,
building through that- part of the
country.
"The newly organized Commercial
Club," said lir. Iturr. who has recently been appointed company surgeon
for the Colorado Fuel ami Iron company at Gallup, "is getting busy, and
if possible, will get the road, although
it has been stated that the main line
will puss Gallup 13 miles to the west,
ff
and build a branch into onr city,
However, it's a nmin line, and not a
In audi
that we are after."
io 31

I.OW PRICKS

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
corner rirtz ana
Road.
Ttjar

K'-'- t

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
and supplies and horse-powe- r
pumping outfits.
Auto. Phont 308, Colorado Red 131.

six-fo-

A

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Baildtog Supplies

NOTES

RAILROAD

EASY TERMS

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phone

Third and Marquette

ot

he

,

IT

and you should look over eur very
larjje new stock of the latest style- Car.
riages, Buggies, Driving Road Wagona,
etc., Saddles and Harness.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOW.

PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
Krap warm nd enjoj tho cold

dan

by

wrtrlag

.....portucwUtltDg,

Uilor-ui-

Frost King
or Frost Queen
Chamois Vest

Everybody Invited to Look Through
Our Large Three Floor Repository.

Mid. of
with flannel
l.ik
ori
10

ehmol, relnformd
light, utt.Dd
.
Im In ht
.wrthlns
theft veata

J. KORBER

5..ai

ALBUQUERQUE,

ftr. guaranteed

si, entirerrlM,aat lafacllott.
Fos

Ha

tl.0
LIB I

The Williams

WE HOLD

Drug Co.

BLUE

FRONT STORE.
W. Railroad Ave.
Both phones.
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S

4TSr1aVaa.J'

black-smithin-

-

NEW
UP THE

MEXICO.
IDEA

in hand jobs secured hy promises of
eoonomiy. At any rate that's how "we

do plumbing tho best that in tia lie.
If you bolleve our oldest patrons you
w ill ask us for an
estimate the next
time you want anything done in our

t.

line.

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

17,

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

N. T. Armljo Building.

TOTI A OR API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with lis.
NORTH THIRL) STREET.
7

OOOOOC03ClOCxDC)COCOOOOCOOC'

Corrlllo

Ammrlcmn Block

ML
CO
$6.00 Per
Ton

COKE

-

MILL

WO OO

KINDLING

g

orJ

& CO,,

that meritorious materials and painstaking workmanship In plumbing at a
lair price will satisfy more customers
than inferior attention to tho matter

d,

w

Vnil TiY

THINK ABOUT PLEASURE

-

-

NOW TI1MF FAD

W.H.Hahn&Co
COTM

'PHONES

KXXXXXXXXXXXDOOCOOCOOOCOO

vEssr

Uiy

Both 'Phones
matlc, 071.
OCXXXXDOOC)C)COOOC)OOCXXXX)COO

To

SCREEN TIME
here. Door and Window
tcreens made to order.

Is

ALBUQUtfiQUE

Colo., Red 284;

&

Auto- -

A. Lucero

UP TO DATE SIGNS

PLANING MILL

KXDCXDCXXXXKXXXXXXDOOCOCCOO

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

A. C. WALKER,

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchiladas on tho Mexican
Secretary Mutual Building Associa style, go to South Third street, corner
tion. Office at J. C. Raldrldge's Lum- of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will he
served promptly at any hour of the
ber yard.
night. Prloes will bo from 25c to 30c.

riRE

INSURANCE.

M. GRENADINO & CO.

DRAGOIE

M.

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
N. PEACH & CO.
Groceries, Cigar and tobacco, and
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
all kinds of Fresh Meat
300 North Broadway. Corner of Wash- Automatic 'phone, 615. Oince, 20
ington Avenue. ALBUQUEHUE.N. M.
West Gold Avenue.

mssmsf

ILa IES EST

Ml

.Ve3&Bh. tayTYf,ls,
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

j

Located on the Belen

of The Atchison, Topeha

Cut-o-

j

lislen

THE

LITTLE

ENGINES

mrtivc i

iic

rai unci

In the lobby of the Alavarado they
were discussing "shop" questions, and
being railroad men. railroad matters
were the "shop" talk.
"What is the pet of any railroad?
What receives the most care und attention?" was asked. All answered
alinke. "The engines that pull the
fast mall trains."
"Contrary to public opinion," said
one of i he party, well up in the hi(?h
offices of the Santa Fe, "it is not the
Wg engines vou see out here pulling

&

Santa

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.

Railway

1

miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Lim. of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, Er Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
TnT'T'
churches.

ing 116.000;

.....

!!Ud

u.,c

U,,s' 8lze 'ZxU2 teel' lald out witb 1,rol 80 and
streets, with alleys so feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; public school house, costCommercial club; a population of 1.G00 inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150 barrels dally; large w Inery;
three hotels.
u,e .arsen snipping point tor wool, nour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near
future cannot he estimated
70-fo-

ALL

FA8T LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OP THE SANTA FE ROUTE
WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved
by cultivation) ; no sand or gravei. We neel a flrst-clabakery, tailor shop, s'ooe bouse, jeweler, prumbrag she, planing mill,
coai sod wood yard, drug store, barnest shop. etc. etc Also a
s
modern hotel.
s.

Drst-clas-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
USE

F"e

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Comiaam
WM. M. BERGER,

Ml JOHN BECKER, President

sJZXSSf

nxrrsar nssjz

Secretary
esiri u9 ai

'M
;

in

"

PACE EIGHT.

LOCATE

AND

PERSONAL.

MEN'S

$3.50

SHOES

The sun rose at 6:25 and will set
at 5:59, making the day 11 hour and
34 minutes long. The moon will rise
at 3:26 tonight. The day has been
remarkably pleasant every way. On
this day Fort Henry was captured
from the Confederates, in 1862, during
the Civil war.

up-to-da- te

REPORT OF TRAINS.
Kjllowlng wns
of train arrivals
No. 1. arrive,
No. 7. arrive,
No. 9. arrive,
No. 8, arrive,
No. 4. arrive.

Tan.
They are made by the Goodyear
Welt process and feel easy from the
beginning. No breaking in required.

'

New Goods
arp nincr cnnstanMv

rerelrprt

' whfnh

J' i
'1'
Vf V '! Insures our customers receiving per- s jjfcg.-.-;;- ; fectly fresh articles. We handle only
i&S.'' the best and most reliable brands of
""

--

every kind or rood products, and sell
prices.
them at
bed-roc-

k

F. F. TROTTER
copyhiOht

Not.

1

118

and

T. Y. Maynard

Geo. W. Hicfcox

The

South Second St

120

Co.

Hickox-Mayna- rd

the 4 o'cloek report
and departures:
7730; depart. 8: IS.
11:30; depart, 12:00.
12:10; depart, 12:40.
t!:4.'i; depart,
7:45.
11:.lit; depart. 12:09.

Don't Forget to Use
FAMOUS GOLD COIN FLOUR.

Considering their style, wear and
comfort you will find them the most
profitable shoes to buy.
We shall be pleased to have you
call and examine our stock.
-

Best and Cheapest.
A marriage license was issued today to He Mann and William Woods,
both of this city.
United States Marshal Koraker has
gone to Santa 1 lor a few days on
official business.
Jack haw son, the prize Unlit, r, accompanied hy .Mrs. Lawson, will leave
tonight for 'El Paso.
Col. It. E. Twltche!! returned to
Uis Vegas this morning. Mr. Twitch- ell was in the city on legal business.
Mra. Joshua S. Raynolds returned
to Ijig Vegas, this morning, nfter a
pleasant visit In the city with friends.
It Is stated In legal circles that Gov
ernor Hagerman has requested the
resignation of Attorney General G.
W. Trlehard.
F. J. Houston is still selling- bicy
cles and bicycle sundries at actual
cost to reduce stock and make room
for other goods.
Miss Annie Herbert, of this city.
will leave tomorrow morning for Sama
Fe, where she will visit her sister,
Miss Maggie Herbert.
Pursuant to proclamation published
elsewhere In today's Citizen, Governor Hagerman has designated Friday, March 30, as Arlor Day,
C. W. Cook, traveling freight and
passenger agent for ,the Santa Fo, In
the district of the southwest, was a
passenger for Las Vegas this morning.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS

Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, United
for New Mexico,
passed through the city this morning,
en route from Las Cruces to Santa
Fe.
Edward Holwcll, --who has been in
the fity the past five weeks, the guest
of his uncle. T. Holwell, of 718 South
Broadway, left yesterday for his home
iu St. Louis, Mo.
Jacob Levy returned last evening
from Denver where he has been for
fcoveral days past receiving treatment
for his eyes, which have been causing
him some trouble of Kite.
Dr. Chatt. It. Keyes, president of
the New Mexico School of Mines at
Socorro, is spending the day in the
city, transacting business with V. S.
Hopewell of the Albuquerque Eastern
railroad.
Mrs. fl. II. Patterson, wife of
Holla Patterson, formerly residents of Albuquerque, will leave tonight for Shawnee, Okla., her home,
jtur visiting two weeks with relatives and friends in this city.
A small blaze in a shed In the rear
oi' the Gold Avenue rooming
house,
on West Gold avenue, called out tue
department last niglit, but the blaz
was extinguished before they arrived,
the damage, like the fire, being ex
ceedingly nniall.
All members of Company G, national guards, are ordered to be present at the armory touight at 7:30
o'clock sharp, for competitive driu
duty. Seargeantships and corporal- ships will be awarded. Visitors wel
come. Iiy order of Captain 13. Ruppe.
Sheriff Harry Coddlngtou arrived In
the city last evening from Gallup, and
will remain several days attending the
bedside of his mother, Mrs. Harry
Coddlngton, who is quite ill at her
home on South Broadway, In this city.
Mrs. S. K. Aldrlch, a daughter, is also
here from Gallup.
Mrs. C. P. Jones, who was at Washington, D. C, the past year and a half,
vlsiiing her daughter, Mrs. Richard
Powers and family, has returned. The
lady reports Richard and family In
fine health and prospering; likewise.
s
Will Mattocks,
lloth were
linotype orerators of this city a few
years ago.
Adjutant General Tarklngton
was
in the city between trains this morn- ling en route from Ias Cruces, where
he haa been to inspect the company
or national guards, to Roswell, wnere
he goes on the same mission. The
adjutant general stated that Albuquerque had the best company in the
territory at the present time.
David S. Rosenwald, the fiance of
Miss Irma, the youngest daughter of

States attorney

IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST
THE BEST.

OUR WATCH REPAIRING

AND

OPTICAL

AND

DE-

PARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS

BY

MAIL, AND

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

The Arch Front

Sooth Second Street

JUST

Whitmans Candies
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
healthy and wholesome. Choo olates and
the purest of the
purb.
bon-bon-

J, H. 0

GQ, Druggists

R1ELLY

Barnelt Building

Lttmbe.

Sas;aDsrs'

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

LUMBER
-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

the late Samuel Schutz. has returned
to the city from El Paso, where ne
attended the funeral of the deceased
pioneer. Mr. Rosenwald statrg that
the funeral cortege wns
largest ever wTncpsed

In

We Invite

first-clas-

of his friends.
Joseph Citnrd. one of the old time
chefs of Albuquerque, having been engaged In the culinary art here some
twenty-fivyears ago, has returned to
the city after a pleasant visit with
his son, Charles, who Is a conductor
In
on the Southern Pacific, residing
Ixs Angeles. It Is rumored that Mr.
Oirard will engage in business in this
city In the near future.
S. L. Morris has
been released
from the county Jail, on bail. With
his pal, F. E. Gray, Morris was committed to the county bast tie some
time ago. to await the action of the
grand Jury, on the charge of fraud.
The men claimed to represent a travelers' association, for which they
were circulating a petition In the Interest of an interchangeable mileage
book. Gray Is still locked up.
In a spirit of patriotism and general
good will, the Bernalillo
Mercantile
company wiretl congratulations to the
nation's bridal couple on the occasion
of their union, and today received a
courteous
acknowledgement
from
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Lonsrworth.
Bernalillo ami her enterprising merchants seem determined to "keep
right up to the minute" in affairs mercantile, social and national.
AI Coleman is up and around at his
home, corner of Fifth street and
s
avenue. Al, some time ago,
went to Foywood hot springs in the
hope of reaping some benefits for an
aggravated case of rheumatism, but
he, for some reason, secured n relief.
Since then he has been almost continually confined at his home, and "hts
many friends will now be pleased to
learn that he expects to be up and
down town In a very short time.
Attorney J. E. Griffith of Socorro is
spending the day in the city attending to law business. Mr. Griffith is
a member of the Socorro Irrigation
company, which recently struck an
inexhaustible supply of fine water in
a well near Socorro, in the Ulo
Gande Valley.
The well Is located
about a half mile above the Socorro
brewery, and water struck at forty-tw- o
feet came to within six feet of
the surface. It is expected that a
deeper depth will bring forth a good
flow of artesian .water.
e
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Transactions
Guaranteed

ROSENFIELD S,

W. R. R. Ave.

11 S
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Railroad Avenue
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ORIOLE

CANNED

COIN FLOUR

GOLD

i

ORIOLE

THIS FLOUR HAS BEEN SOLD
FOR TWENTY YEARS IN ALBUQUERQUE AND IS THE BEST SOFT
WHEAT FLOUR ON THE MARKET

SYRUP 1

TODAY.

GOLD COIN

FLOUR

GOODS

ks.

Cloftlhies

ARE

J

"Ji
TRY

THE

ff

I

BEST

Absolutely
PURE
MAPLE

UT

oooooooooo ooooooooo
THE BIRDSELL WAGON

o

s

"THE WORLD'S BEST."

ATTENTION

GENTLEMEN!

Order your suit now for "Easter,"
and be well dressed. You know our
reputation. Best workmanship, latest
styles, and lowest prices.
Eighteen
hundred new samples to select from.

Nettleton Tailoring
114

Agency

THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.

South Third street.

WHITNEY COMPANY!

OCOCOCOCX3CXDCXXDOOOC)OOOC)0

USE

113-115-1-

North First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
South First Street

17

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.

-- Write

401-40- 3

for Wholesale Trices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
The largest stock west of Kansas City.

OCOCXDCXXXDC)OOCOC)CxDCOOCOOO
rr

"ARNOLDS BEST- - HIGH PATENT
FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
USE

OOCKXXXXXXXDCXXOCXXXDCXDOCXJ

COLD COIN
FLOUR.

THINK!
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LADIES' RIDING GLOVES.
Guaranteed. Simon Stern,
Railroad Avenue Clothier.

In buck.

GARBAGE
COMPANY.

CANS.

SEE WHITNEY

I

t
0

IS A

0

"BOOST."

0
0
0

f

want
lM"li; ty.

122

and we'll d.v
Phono Uh.

IVES,
119

JILS

E

of YANOW, the Railroad Ave. Pawnbroker, who Is celling Diamonds at
pledge prices, paying no attention to the recent 100 per cent raise
on them. HE INVITES INSPECTION AND COMPARISON.

sK000000000 00Ot00000)00
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McINTOSHSUCCESSORS
HARDWARE
CO.
TO
"K.

.1.

POST

&

COMPAXY

HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

v r. o w

HOES
RAKES

,

RETAIL

s

SPADES
SHOVELS

HARROWS

CULTIVATORS
ROAD SCRAPERS

CUT
FLOWERS
to lia

ft,

For a moment
and then

COLD COIN
FLOUR.

USE

000'NK0C

0O0O00000O
LISTEN

MUSCLE.

you

--

$10 to

iiuiifc$

ALL KINDS
OF
ESPECIALLY
PREPARED FOODS FOR FOWLS.
VARIETY OF FEED IS THE SECRET OF SUCCESSFUL POULTRY
RAISING.
E. W. FEE, 620 SOUTH
SECOND STREET.

We re sure

U

Spring'

Association Offlco

Ladies, Riding Laggings Ju st in. SI
Morn, the It. K. Ave. Clothier.

I

Second

n.

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

nion

0

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

ments. Pants are full length; Vests with or
without collar
THE NEW SPRING SUIT In point of wear
IS decidedly grey; different stripes; plaids
and combinations, but decidedly grey - -

e

0

119
West Gold

AT

TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
AND

point of style Is

decidedly different from anything previously shown. Coats are cut full with the length 3
to four Inches longer than last season's gar-

J. W. Master,
HOME SUPPLY CO.
118 Gold Av.

TICKETS

-

THE NEW SPRING SUIT In

LOWEST PRICES PHONE OR CALL
ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

"Rome, the Eternal City," by Dr.
Payne, Thursday night,, at the Lead
Avenue church. One hundred and one
magnificent views. Admission, twen
cents.

"UNCLE JOHNNY."

SEE WINDOWS

way of novelties

ON
CO.

avenue.

THE CELEBRATED

IS NOW ON SALE REMEMBER WE ARE THE EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS OF THIS HAT WHICH
EXCELLS ALL OTHERS IN STYLE, FINISH AND LIGHTNESS PRICE $5.00.
ALL THE LATEST
NOVELTIES IN NEW SOFT HATS FOR SPRING. $2.50 to $4.00.
.

and patterns of a season, which before Its
end, bids fair to eclipse all others In the

CANS.
CANS

all the very new styles

D RINGING FORTH

9.

GARBAGE

N'KW

12

SP RI N" Cr SUITS

Notice to Property Owner.
The law makes It thu duty of ovcrv
person, firm or corrmiation owninc
or having any Interest In real estate
or other property on the first day of
jiurcn, 10 see that such property is
properly listed for taxation on 'the
assessment rolls. Property returns
are now being received nt th
sessor's office, In the court house
GEO. K ALBRIGHT,
Assessor.
o
FOR GOOD, STRONG

P T II

O

"OOOOOOOOOOOOO

Mrs. D. D. Coverdale has srx;v win
ter hats that will be sold this week,
beginning on Thursday, the purchasers to name the price. West Gold

"KNOCK"

HATS

ntaaeEsasxsmr

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.
oocx

8. 1906,

THIS AYEKIC
V I R S T D I S PL A Y

USE

A boon to tired, aching feet our
woman's Juliets, soft kid slippers,
flexible hand turned soles, plain or patent leather tips, broad or .medium
wide toes, low leather or rubber heels.
They are unsurpassed in comfort and
wear. Price, $1.35 and $1.75. C.
May's shoe .store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.
'

EVERY
:

TUESDAY, MARCH

OOOCOCOXXXXIOCXXCIOOOOOOO

one of the
the PaS

City.
of CMorado
Dr. D. S. Ioagland.
SininuK f.i'D. well Known lo n num
DAY AND WEATHER.
ber of AH'Uquernueans. was In the
n
time
Fair tonight and Wednesday, ex city yesienfny Kr a short
ccpt in southeast portion. Tonight, route to California with a patient. He
wsr nict at the depot by a number
warmer in north por.lon.

They please the eye because they
represent the latest ideas in
footwear.
You can get them in any reliable
leather you prefer; Patent Colt, Vici
Kid, Velain Calf, Box Calf, Black or

m
m

EVENING CITIZEN

AL13UOUEKOUE

A

FULL

LINE

BUILDERS'

OF

HARDWARE

STUDEHAKEIJ

WAG ONS

what
hell!

CARPENTERS' TOOLS

CORRUGATED IRON
BARBED WIRE
FENCE STAPLES

I

rLoisT

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone. 713,

21 S West Railroaa Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE,

-

-

-

NEW MEXICO

ft

